HEAVY HITTERS:
Tape Machines and Consoles

ANALOG DECK UPDATE
CONSOLE ROUNDUP
The sound is incredibly transparent, unbelievably true. It's as if you were experiencing a live performance. Yet, the sound is a result of Crown's newest technological achievement. Macro Reference. A 20 bit amplification system with the essence of 20 bit digital sound.

Reference is the ultimately damped, high excursion amplifier. A dual velocity feedback system enables Reference to take its low frequency damping range to in excess of 20,000. This makes low-end response tight, well-defined and incredibly natural. Crown has also enhanced ODEP™ (Output Device Emulator Protection) circuitry for Reference, creating precise transfer function (monitored by IOC™) and thereby accurate control of the music signal within the amplifier.

To assure that Reference can function under exacting requirements, its power supply was designed around an advanced toroid which nearly eliminates electromagnetic interference. And its revolutionary convection cooling system with computerized, proportional fan assist prevents thermal overload in high-demand situations. This makes Reference quiet enough to use in even the most discriminating environment.

Digitally ready with a dynamic range that approaches the environment in which we live, Macro Reference will be the industry Reference for years to come. But you must experience Macro Reference to truly appreciate it. Visit your Crown dealer today. Comparing apples to apples, there is no comparison.
Search out the Grey and Gold
We'd been working hard in the studio for 14 years. It was time we got out for a night.
Spending years on end cooped up in small, dark rooms with a bunch of engineers takes certain special qualities. Durability, for one. We've always been known for that. Of course, incredibly clear, uncolored sound quality doesn't hurt, either. Or hand-assembled components, with gap precision to plus or minus one-millionth of an inch.

These features got TAD speakers into studios like Record Plant, NOMIS and Masterfonics. And the same features are now getting us out of them.

See, we had this funny idea that if TAD could make music sound terrific in a small room, we could make music sound terrific in a huge arena. And every outing we've had with Maryland Sound has proved us right.

Not that we won't still work our woofers off in studios from London to L.A. all day. But, at night, we'd like to get out and jam more often.
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On the Cover: Westlake Studio D, Los Angeles. The room features a Neve VR Series 72 x 48 console with Flying Fader automation; tape machines include a Studer A-800, Mitsubishi X-850, Sony 3324, Ampex 2- and 4-tracks and a Mitsubishi X-86HS.
A unique digital effects processor with analog and digital inputs and outputs, time code automation, and magnificent sound.

There may be digital effects processors that rival some of the 300's features, but you'll never find one with them all. The 300 delivers precise delay and stereo pitch shifting, as well as stunning reverb and ambience. It automates sound changes with SMPTE/EBU time code. And it inputs and outputs analog, as well as consumer and professional digital formats — in any combination. All with magnificent Lexicon Sound.

The 300 is a powerful tool in audio for video applications where time code synchronization is essential. And in digital video editing, the 300 ensures that scene changes are handled smoothly — in the digital domain. Because the 300 has digital inputs and outputs, it's the perfect choice for RDAT and CD mastering. And for music production there is an incomparable set of sounds, as you would expect from Lexicon.

AES/EBU formats. Whether the source is a CD player, RDAT recorder, or open reel digital deck — the 300 identifies and locks onto the incoming format. You can then select between analog and consumer or professional output formats, regardless of the input format.

Total MIDI control
With the 300's real time MIDI automation you can record parameter changes on most any sequencer. The 300 also includes Lexicon's Dynamic MIDI® allowing you to control the 300's effects parameters from any MIDI controller.

And of course, the sound is superb. The 300 delivers nearly unmeasurable distortion and exceptional phase linearity through the use of state-of-the-art converters. They're so advanced you can use their outputs as a system reference.

The 300 joins the Lexicon family of digital effects processors. From the economical LXP-1 to the world renowned 480L, they all share the Lexicon Sound.

For more information about the 300 or any of Lexicon's products, call (617) 736-0300, FAX (617) 891-0340, or write Lexicon, Inc., 100 Beaver St., Waltham, MA 02154.

Consumer in, professional out, analog in, digital out. The 300 handles them all. You can even mix analog and digital signals.

This kind of connectivity just isn’t available anywhere else.
Roger Nichols has been a premier proponent of digital recording since engineering his first digital master in 1981. Today, Roger's blessing on new digital technology is considered by many as the ultimate approval. That's why he extends his blessing sparingly.

It only took an evening for Roger to embrace the power and potential of the DD1000 magneto-optical digital mastering recorder. He discovered how quickly and easily the DD1000 constructs songs, combines sound effects with music, edits dialogue with total precision and syncs cues to video as easily as manipulating text in a word processor.

According to Roger, "The DD1000 combines all of the benefits of tape with the operational advantages of a hard drive. Its removable 5¼" optical disk holds an incredible 650Mb of digital audio information. You get instant random access to as much as 90 minutes of stereo audio with 3 sampling rates, a noise-free dynamic range of 96dB and immeasurable wow and flutter."

Roger's word to the wise? "From music composition and recording to audio post, from film scoring to broadcast, the unmatched capabilities of Akai's DD1000 will play an important role in my digital future. And if you're as serious about the business as I am, you will audition it for yourself."

The DD1000 is available for your personal inspection at all authorized Akai Digital dealers. So, what are you doing tonight?

AKAI DIGITAL
P.O. Box 2344 • Fort Worth, TX 76113
(817) 336-5114
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The New Viability

Since engineering some band demos recently at a local studio, I've become convinced that an old idea may finally become a viable one in the 1990s.

Frankly, this will be of little interest if you live and work in a major recording market. Your opportunities are assured. But for the vast numbers of people who live outside of our recording meccas, the key to your survival lies in creating and releasing your own product.

This isn't a new idea. Facilities have been recording and releasing their own albums for years. If you went that route, congratulate yourself on being a visionary. You had the right idea, you were just a little premature. Several reasons now make this scheme a viable one.

1. Duplication costs are lower than ever for shorter runs. That means you can produce only the number of titles that you realistically need, at a viable per-unit cost.

2. The American public is more accepting of a product found outside of the normal distribution channels. I point to the success of three specialty labels - Windham Hill, Narada and Rounder - that flourished by creating a market for music that major record companies initially ignored.

3. Retail outlets are increasingly willing to try an untested product. If retail doesn't work for you, mail order will. Given the right mailing list, you can target the exact audience for your product.

4. The foreign appetite for things American continues apace. Pop music continues to be a dominant force worldwide, but roots music — blues, jazz, country, folk, ethnic — also has a potent audience outside of our borders. Shows such as the New Music Seminar and MIDEM are the forums where you can make foreign deals happen.

CONTROLLING DESTINY

The facility that I usually work at is typical of studios that exist outside of the major recording centers. It exists by getting whatever business it can. It's the usual mishmash — band demos, advertising, industrial video, small-label projects, whatever walks in the door.

What's different with my friends is that they realize survival means expanding beyond just renting time to outside clients. For a couple of years, they have been laying the groundwork for establishing an independent record label. Their first CD has just been released, a collaboration between the facility and a local radio station.

For the past eight months, the studio and the station have been running a battle of the bands contest. The bands record for free at the studio, the tunes air on the radio and listeners vote for their favorites. The winners are featured on this CD.

They have no illusions; they are planning to sell their product in local and regional outlets. By keeping costs down, they are confident that they can make a profit with sales of only a few thousand.

THE COPYRIGHT INDUSTRY

A recent report by the International Intellectual Property Alliance, excerpts of which appear in this month's Random Access, proves that markets exist. According to the IIPA, several businesses under the collective term "copyright industry" contribute significantly to the American economy. The numbers are impressive: revenues of $303 billion a year, or 5.8% of U.S. gross national product. These businesses provide 4.6% of total U.S. employment. Foreign revenues outdistanced the aircraft and aerospace industries combined.

The copyright industry consists of the various businesses that create copyrights as their main function. These include core businesses of sound recordings, motion pictures and video, computer software, and periodical, music, book and newspaper publishing.

Of course, the pro audio industry is an integral part of this group, through the supplying of audio services to affiliated businesses or the outright holding of copyrights. Although our past is in the former, our future is in the latter.

There's a whole different mindset involved in being a creator instead of a supplier. But ultimately, I think it would be worth it. If you're up to the quality expected by the public, and you find your audience, this new revenue source could free you from the vagaries of the modern studio biz.

Imagine, not having to play rate wars, offering $20/hour after midnight. Or having to scramble for every bit of business just to stay afloat. Or continuously searching out loans to pay for new pieces of gear.

Opportunities are out there; the time is right to find them.

Dan Torchia
Managing Editor
Letters

Microphone Self-Noise

From: Jerry Graham, sales manager, Gotham Audio, New York.

I just finished Dan Levitin’s “Master of the Microphone” article about Bruce Swedien [November]. Unfortunately, Dan makes subjective judgments about empirical data concerning Neumann microphones that are incorrect. I appreciate the opportunity to rectify that information.

On page 53, Dan and Bruce are discussing the Neumann TLM 170; Dan prompts, “But it’s still pretty noisy ... ” Right after that, he comments that the B&K are “the quietest mics you’ve used?”

While I have no comment on Mr. Swedien’s subjective judgments concerning individual microphones, microphone self-noise is an objective measurement assessed by international standards. All B&Ks, the Milab VIP 50 and the Neumann TLM 170 have been measured according to the CCIR 468-1 (1976)/DIN 45405 (1985) and DIN/IEC 651 (1981) standards. The results of those tests are presented in the accompanying table.

Not only does the TLM 170 exhibit the lowest noise figures by both international standards, but it also reproduces the widest dynamic range!

I am sure Mr. Levitin didn’t mean to spread inaccurate information, but he should thoroughly check his facts before passing subjective judgments off as measurements of known phenomena.

Dan Levitin replies:

I apologize for giving the wrong impression with my remarks. It is true that most people harbor subjective opinions about microphones. A number of engineers I have spoken to over the years, including Bruce Swedien, Al Schmitt and Jack Renner, have expressed the opinion that the B&K 4006 is the quietest mic they had ever used, even quieter than the 170.

The fact that the comparison is made is, I think, flattering to both mics, both of which are considered outstanding microphones in the industry. But quietness is only one parameter of microphone evaluation, with sound being at least as important.

Neumann is certainly one of the most highly prized microphones in the recording world, and many engineers, I am sure, reach for the TLM170 first in many situations. Some say it is transparent, others say it “enhances” or “colors” the sound in a pleasing way. It all comes down to personal choices and the situation. I’ve never heard an engineer say they only used one mic for all situations. (Although my friend David Kahne once made a record exclusively with SM57s just for fun.)

I don’t have the electrical engineering background to evaluate the test reports, so I’ll have to leave that to the experts. But I apologize to Jerry Graham and Gotham if my remarks were misleading.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Microphones</th>
<th>CCIR 468-1</th>
<th>DIN/IEC 651</th>
<th>Dyn. Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neumann TLM 170</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B&amp;K 4003</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B&amp;K 4004</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B&amp;K 4006</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B&amp;K 4007</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B&amp;K 4011</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B&amp;K 4012</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milab VIP 50</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Problems at The Wall

From: Ed Learned, Ypsilanti, MI.

Andy Benham’s excellent article in your November issue ["The Wall at the Wall"] proves that someone is willing to tell the real story concerning live music mega-productions. Two friends of mine attended this performance, later complaining about the “bad sound”; Andy courageously reported some of the reasons why.

Too often, these “behind the scenes” articles gloss over problems in a rush to glorify the event, along with the individual companies or equipment involved. I found it rather interesting that Mix’s article on the same concert, published a month later, mentioned few of the problems Andy unearthed; in fact, it read like an advertisement for Turbosound.

While reading about new products is informative, we really learn from reading about other people’s mistakes. Recognizing problems, and addressing them, will help us improve as an industry.

I can appreciate the need for tact, especially if one counts on enjoying the access necessary to write about large pop music productions. However, several hard questions about this particular production remain unanswered. The interruption of power to the delay stacks without prior permission of the PA company is, of course, inexcusable. So is the fact that it took 3½ hours to turn them back on once power had been restored!
Even Walter Becker is talking about Soundtracs.

Soundtracs IL Series

You have to be careful about what you spend for a console in a home studio. You want as clean a signal path and as versatile a board as you can get. The Soundtracs IL 4832 is logically laid out, easy to get around on, has great sounding EQs and prints a very clean signal to tape.

We use a 32-track digital recorder — the IL 4832 made the most sense. It provides a 32 buss design in an extremely affordable package. It looks great in the room, too.

As a founding member of Steely Dan, Walter Becker is known for his uncompromising point of view. So choosing a console for his personal studio in Maui was a carefully considered decision.

Soundtracs IL 4832 features an inline design that produces a pure, transparent sound. Its 32 Busses allow total flexibility for maximum ease of use in a variety of recording situations.

The IL 4832 comes standard with patchbay and delivers up to 104 inputs with EQ and Aux on mixdown. The board is also available in a 36 mainframe format.

Sonic purity, versatility, maximum inputs and operational flexibility. These are the reasons why even Walter Becker has so many good things to say about recording with the IL 4832.
Letters

With the event staffed by Brit Row engineers and other seasoned touring professionals, how was it that something so basic as system operation was neglected for that long? Crowd size, while certainly significant, cannot excuse such a lapse. I was also curious about the failure of power for the monitor system. Andy reported a tripped breaker; was this due to equipment failure or an improperly balanced load? It appeared to this reader that several basic system checks might have been overlooked.

Another question involves the hardware itself. Several paragraphs were spent on the use of BSS TCS-803 crossover/delays, noting the role of an auto-mute function in shutting the delay stacks down. Output mutes, for the purpose of system protection, have been around a long time. Usually, when power is restored to a unit after interruption, the mute is engaged for a finite period of time, returning after a (presumed) safe interval to the mode it was in before the power failure.

The efficacy of the 803 mute function with respect to power outages is highly questionable; a unit that "muted and stayed mute" is not one I'd want in my rack, especially if that rack was 200 meters away through a packed crowd. Is this a standard BSS feature or an anomaly?

By the way, I do think the Fresh Tracks reviews should be signed. Our opinions reflect our beliefs, and we should feel comfortable accounting for them. I signed mine.

Pre-amp addition
From Dane Butcher, president, Symetrix, Seattle.

"Five Questions" in the November 1990 issue lists four companies that offer stand-alone mic pre-amps. You left out (admittedly, I'm sure) Symetrix. Our SX202 mic pre-amp is a 2-channel pre-amp in a half-rack casing. It's a versatile unit, with phase reverse and +48V phantom power switches on the front panel, along with a 15dB pad and gain control for each channel. These last two controls enable the SX202 to handle signal levels up to +14dBV.

Specs are equally impressive: Phase shift at 20kHz is less than 10°, symmetrical positive and negative slew rates for excellent transient response, typical 1kHz distortion of 0.007% and noise so low it approaches the theoretical limit.

I'm sure your readers would appreciate knowing that they can improve on their consoles' audio performance at a lower cost than the four mic pre-amps you mentioned. Thanks for correcting the oversight.

Send letters to RFP, Box 12901, Overland Park, KS 66212. Letters may be edited for length and clarity.

Why do Jensen Transformers have Clearer Midrange and Top End?

The high frequency rolloff of a Jensen Transformer is optimized, by computer analysis, to fit the Bessel Low Pass Filter response. This means minimum overshoot and ringing and flat group delay for best time alignment of all spectral components of the musical waveform.

In other words, the harmonics arrive at the same time as the fundamental frequency.

The result is a clear midrange and top end without the harsh, edgy sound which has been one of the most objectionable sonic complaints about transformers.

There's no "midrange smear."

Only Jensen has this benefit of hi-tech computer optimization.

Visitors by appointment only. Closed Fridays.
10735 BURBANK BOULEVARD, NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA 91601
FAX (818) 763-4574, PHONE (213) 876-0059
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"Music that stirs the soul invariably demands purity of sound."

– Roger Tallman

Emmy-laden composer Roger Tallman. His signature sound has infused drama and emotion into everything from network television, the Olympic Games, and the Super Bowl to major advertising campaigns.

And he depends on the unparalleled technology of Kurzweil to create that sound. Kurzweil instruments stand alone in their ability to reproduce acoustic instrument sounds with every nuance intact.

You’ll find our new line of instruments more powerful than ever, with advanced features for studio and stage, extensive editing capabilities, and impressive new synth sounds.

For more information visit your nearby Kurzweil dealer. Or write to us at Kurzweil Music Systems, 13336 Alondra Blvd., Cerritos, CA 90701.
**STUDIO UPDATE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facility/Location</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>NORTHEAST</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sound Techniques/Boston</td>
<td>New facility with three studios. Lance Duncan is president; located at 1260 Boylston St., Suite 204, Boston, MA 02215; 617-536-1166.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SOUTHEAST</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESP Audio Services/Falls Church, VA</td>
<td>Jim Ebert has formed his own production company at Cue Recording, 109 Park Ave., Suite E, Falls Church, VA 22046; 703-532-3642.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Associates/Nashville</td>
<td>Acquired Corner Cartage Company, a music equipment moving and storage company. The company has been renamed Music Movers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MOUNTAIN</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rocky Mountain Recorders/Denver</td>
<td>Celebrated 1-year anniversary in October.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFX Systems/Hollywood</td>
<td>Brad Blake has joined the staff as audio post-production supervisor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NORTHERN CALIFORNIA</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyde Street Studios/San Francisco</td>
<td>Celebrating 10th year in business.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyramind Sound/San Francisco</td>
<td>Now offers audio-for-video post-production services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CANADA</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambience Recorders/Ottawa</td>
<td>Opened first Foley sound stage in Eastern Ontario in November.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MANUFACTURERS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha Audio Automation Systems</td>
<td>Cinetel Productions (Knoxville, TN) has purchased The Boss/2 automated audio editor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australian Monitor</td>
<td>Sounds Interchange has purchased 24 AM 1000 amps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gauss</td>
<td>Kajem Victory Recording Studios (Philadelphia) has upgraded its coaxial monitor systems to include Gauss 3588 coaxials and 4583A woofers in all rooms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid State Logic</td>
<td>Skip Saylor Recording has installed an SL 4000 G Series console in its deluxe mixing room.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soundmaster International</td>
<td>Sales of the Integrated Audio Editing System: Magno Sound and Video (New York); Weddington Productions (North Hollywood); Warner Bros. Studios (Burbank, CA); and Film House (Toronto).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soundtracs</td>
<td>Walter Becker, founding member of Steely Dan, has purchased an IL4832 console.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studer Revox</td>
<td>Sales of the Studer 963 audio console: The Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC) for the radio network's Toronto Broadcast Center, and CBS (New York). Sales of the A827 24-track recorder: Village Productions (Tornillo, TX); SAS Productions (San Antonio, TX); Music Annex (Menlo Park, CA); The Bakery Recording Studio (Hollywood); Sunset Sound (Hollywood); Sunset Sound Factory (Hollywood); and Conway Recording (Hollywood). Sales of the A820 24-track recorder: University of California (San Diego); and Studio in the Country (Bogalusa, LA).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NEWS NOTES**

Los Angeles studio Soundworks West has filed for voluntary reorganization under Chapter 11 of the bankruptcy laws. According to a written statement, the facility is open for business and is quickly moving to establish a reorganization program.

Carver has won an Outstanding Achievement in the Pursuit of Quality award from the Association for Quality and Participation. The association noted that the company had implemented sweeping changes to improve the quality of its production process, resulting in a near-doubling of productivity since December 1989.

Optical Disc Corporation has established an international headquarters in Amsterdam. Donald Hayes, ODC co-founder and vice president of international marketing, will head the office. The address is Koninginneweg 213, 1075CS Amsterdam, The Netherlands; 31-20-713256.

CAT Wire and Cable has opened a new manufacturing plant in Miami. The 15,000 square-foot facility contains equipment for extrusion, cabling and shielding for cables up to 1.5 inches in diameter.

Audio Kinetics has appointed 21st Century Ltd. to distribute ES.Lock and component automation products on the West Coast.

Otari has presented Audio Images of San Francisco the Dealer of the Year award. The award was based on outstanding quota achievement, product expertise, stability, growth and interaction with the manufacturer.

B&B Systems has opened a New York office at 630 Third Ave., Fifth Floor, New York, NY 10017; 212-599-0375; fax 212-949-4058.

**SALES NOTES**

Avid Technology has sold 100 Avid/1 Media Composers since its introduction a year ago. Universal Recording, Chicago, purchased the 100th system.

Carver's sales increased 30% to $7.7 million during the third quarter of 1990, compared to the same period in 1989.
"The Beta 58 delivers maximum SPL, to keep the vocals above screaming fans in a loud rock club — without feedback. Yet it has the sensitivity to reproduce the most subtle, breathy whisper for 80,000 people at an outdoor festival. And for guitar amps, the Beta 57 gives me the isolation I need without sacrificing the warmth and tone I want. For live sound, Shure Beta mics are the state of the art.”

Steve Folsom, Sound Engineer for Melissa Etheridge and John Hiatt.


Before you select a microphone, listen to the leading pros who use the Shure Beta Series on stage. They’ll tell you about the benefits of Shure Beta’s advanced transducer design, extraordinary gain-before-feedback, and true supercardioid polar pattern, as well as its outstanding sensitivity and low handling noise. But most important, they’ll tell you that nothing beats a Beta for live performance. And that’s not just talk. Try Shure Beta today and get the final word for yourself. Or call us for more information at 1-800-25-SHURE. The Sound Of The Professionals...Worldwide.
**Roadwork**

By Mark Herman

**Clair Update:** Clair Bros. reported several items of interest along with its usual extensive repertoire of tours. After three years of development, Clair is releasing its Coherent Transfer System electronic device, a proprietary crossover and limiter with performance specs equivalent to 22-bit digital audio. The first production run has just been finished. All of Clair's systems are scheduled to be equipped with the system in time for the upcoming spring/summer touring season... All of Clair's concert systems are now using the Clair/TC Electronic 6032 remote control with TC Electronic 1128 programmable equalizers... Clair has moved its European base of operations from London to Basel, Switzerland, and has entered into a joint venture with the Swiss company Audio Rent. Clair's Greg Hall said, "The move establishes a better service base for the European continent. It will give us a wonderful target area for the launch of the European Clair Bros. product and installation division." Germany and France are expected to be key markets in the future.

**Schubert Systems Group** (North Hollywood) has been keeping several systems busy on the touring circuit throughout this winter season. In addition to longtime SSG account Bruce Hornsby and the Range (who were out with a 32-box SSG Steradian main and 16 sub system — see the January issue for a system closeup), Toto traveled across Europe for the second time this year with consoles, electronics, monitors and engineers (stacks and amp racks were provided by Encore Sound). John Ostrin engineered the house on a Gamble EX56 and Gary Sanguinet did monitors with a Gamble SC32x16. An additional Gamble HC24 was used for Toto's extensive keyboard mix... Other work included sporadic dates with Bonnie Raitt, numerous national one-offs and several Christmas events. SSG's equipment inventory continues to increase with the recent addition of more Steradian FOH and monitor boxes.

**Trivia Question:** Name the five states that contain the most sound reinforcement companies. Answer: Based on a sampling of more than 1,000 companies, California is the leader, with 17% of the total. New York is second with 8.2%; Texas hits third with a 6% share; and fourth-place Florida barely edges fifth-place Pennsylvania's 4.5% slice. These states account for just over 40% of all the sound companies.

**What's up down-under?** Eric Robinson has reinstated the historic Australian sound company — Jands Concert Production Services. He bought the company back from Samuelson Concert Productions after selling it several years ago. To make it even more interesting, Jands — through a special agreement with Clair Bros. — has Australia's first Clair S-4 Series II system in operation, along with the new Clair/TC Electronics TC6032 remote EQ system, custom Carver 2.0 amplifiers and, when available, Clair's new FOH electronic control unit. Jands' system was recently utilized for the final leg of Midnight Oil's world tour.

**The Power Plant** (North Hollywood) rehearsal facility hosted the intricate Stevie Wonder rehearsals this past December. It's hard to believe, but six major-league consoles were used! House mixer Jim Sanders took two Yamaha PM3000s out front, with two Ramsa WR-8840 40x18 boards handling the monitor wedges. A Gamble EX56 and a Gamble HC24 were used onstage for Wonder's own special in-ear stereo mix engineered by Larry Dropa. A considerable load of signal processing equipment was also present... Other recent Power Plant clients include Bell Biv DeVoe, Jody Watley, Michael McDonald, Megadeth and Tower of Power.

**See Factor**, the Long Island City, NY sound and lighting company, has been touring with Bad Company/Damn Yankees (see this month's All Access). Another tour leg is scheduled to begin sometime this month... Longtime crooner Andy Williams has been touring mid-sized arenas and theaters with a 24-box Meyer MLS-3, four 650 & six UPA FOH system... Comedian Andrew Dice Clay has had a smattering of dates and several mini-tours... See Factor has stayed busy with a constant stream of national concert one-offs spread around the country (averaging 4-6 shows a week), as well as various local events in the NYC area, including the MTV New Year's Eve production and all the "MTV Unplugged" acoustic shows.

**Martin America**, the U.S. distributor of Martin Audio loudspeaker products, has closed down. All U.S. sales will now be handled through the U.K. office by Dave Bearman, Martin Audio's international sales manager.

**Lorenzo Banda**, former owner of sound reinforcement company Air Motion (Albuquerque, NM), recently joined with Manticore Sound & Lighting (Cincinnati) to head up its Western touring operations. Manticore has opened a new office in Albuquerque run by Banda; Air Motion itself no longer exists. An enthusiastic Banda said, "1991 has already started out strong; we've put three tours out right away and several more are lined up to go out soon!" Tom Wisner still remains as the principle owner at the head office in Cincinnati... Manticore's main cabinet inventory now includes 32 Electro-Voice MT-4 boxes, 32 Meyer MLS-3s, 20 Meyer 650 subs and 20 Turbosound TMS-3s. Power is supplied by Carver 1.5 and 2.0 amplifiers, along with Crest 8001s for the low end. Manticore also has complete Meyer and EV monitor systems and a full complement of Yamaha PM3000 and Ramsa WR-S404 consoles.

**Speaking of Manticore**, the company provided console and EFX gear for the support acts on Judas Priest's late fall tour leg (with main sound by Tasco). Testa's FOH mixer Dave Pig and Megadeth's frontman Dave Kehrershared a Gamble EX-56 house console while Rick Deering mixed monitors for both opening acts... After the Judas Priest tour ended in December, Manticore supplied Megadeth with a complete system for a short U.S. tour leg... December was the start of a tour with rapper Ice Cube. The cold one carried a Yamaha PM3000 house console, 24 Meyer MLS-3s and 20 Meyer 650 subs for the main system. On stage were eight Turbosound TMS-3 sidefills, eight Meyer UPAs and a Ramsa WR-8840 40×18 stage console... A tour that ended late last December with Moscow On Ice included full lighting, 12 Meyer MLS-5s and eight Meyer 650 subs.

---

Mark Herman is the president of Hi-Tech Audio Systems, a source reinforcement equipment rental company based in Half Moon Bay, CA.
The Neve VRP console has everything you need in a true multiformat console, beginning with a whole list of powerful features for post...

- Full storage and recall of console settings
- Stereo TV, film LCRS (Left-Center-Right-Surround) and Mono monitor switching
- Mix down buses that handle up to 4 stereo pairs for simultaneous combinations of Dialog, Music and Effects
- Switchable Dolby DS4 matrix monitoring
- Multitrack operation for up to 48 tracks

Coupled with the VRP's recall system, Flying Faders - the friendliest and most efficient automation system in the business - makes the VRP a very powerful tool for multiformat operation.

And at the heart of the VRP console is the warm, full-spectrum sound of Neve EQ, with comprehensive dynamics on each channel module.

In one console, you can have the creative flexibility, efficiency and superior sound you need.

The Neve VRP.
**Fresh Tracks**

**Rosanne Cash:**

“Interiors”

---

**FOCUS:**

**ROSANNE CASH, Producer, and ROGER NICHOLS, Engineer, “Interiors”**

**R·E·P:** Your records have always had exceptional engineering, but this one takes it to a new level.

**Rosanne Cash:** Sonics are really important to me. If the record's not sonically right, even if it's played to perfection, I'm distressed. Roger knew what I was after, and he married the sonics and the performance perfectly.

**R·E·P:** How did you decide you were ready to produce yourself?

**RC:** I've been in the studio for 13 years now, and I paid attention. It was frightening for me in the beginning. I went in and I had never met Roger, but from the first day I felt so safe with him. It was like having Uncle God in the studio.

Roger is a wild guy. There was this lava lamp in the control room. Sometimes Roger would be standing in front of the lava lamp for 10 minutes, just staring into it, like he was dead to the world, not even listening to the playback, and then he'd just reach behind, ever so slowly and tweak a knob.

Many times I'd start to say something, and just as the words were coming out of my mouth, “Roger, do you think you could boost the highs on that,” he'd be there, already doing it. He's not just a genius, he's also telepathic. John Guess, the engineer who did all the overdubs with me, was wonderful too.

**R·E·P:** How did you decide to produce this yourself?

**RC:** It was a no-choice situation. I had assembled these songs, I did the demos, and the songs were very personal ... While I was making the demos I had a vision of how I wanted the record to sound and I wasn't willing to compromise.

**R·E·P:** But your husband [Rodney Crowell] is a terrific producer — you've made some great records together.

**RC:** Well, I had started painting a year before I made this record and I was enthralled with what a solitary process painting is. With just going into that creative space alone, and how it felt to complete something alone. I really wanted to have that experience in the studio that I had had with painting. That is the major reason that I produced this myself. The recording of the album was very much like the content; the process was a very interior one. We were diving pretty deep, all of us, and the sessions were intimate.

**R·E·P:** How do you go about demoing your songs?

**RC:** For “This World,” I just sang into a cassette player and then sent it to Steuart [Smith, guitarist], so that he could start thinking about his guitar parts. For several of them, like “Land of Nightmares” and “Mirror Image,” I went over to Vince Melamed's [keyboardist] house and we just put them down on his eight-track with my guitar and his keyboards and drum machine.

Once I had the demos, we met at my house and went through all of the songs to refine the arrangements. Then we went to the studio and played what we had for [drummer] Eddie Bayers. Eddie's a quick study — he just walks right in to it. I knew that I only wanted a full drum kit on two or three of the songs. That was my leading vision — that the album was going to rely more on percussion.

**R·E·P:** There's a vocal phrasing thing you do on this album which is really great. You tend to sing “out of the beat”...

**RC:** Yes, I'm really good at singing out of time ... (laughs)

Continued on page 22
In the recording business, little things can often make big differences. Studio monitors, highly sophisticated critical listening devices, are certainly no exception. Our Control Series' compact personal monitoring systems each provide the performance characteristics demanded in today's recording environments.

Take our Control 5" for example. You get power handling capacity of 175 watts, outstanding dynamic range, smooth frequency response and excellent clarity and imaging. This high power, low distortion system is housed in a non-resonant polypropylene structural foam enclosure.

Today you can find Control 1's in home studios and midi workstations; Control 5's in major recording and teleproduction facilities; Control 10's in foreground and background systems, corporate boardrooms and teleconferencing facilities. And the two-way horn loaded Control 12SR, a logical extension of the technology, in sound reinforcement applications from supper clubs and discotheques to small tour sound systems. Control Series meets such diverse applications because they are, above all else, powerfully honest.

**Versatility, the Other Advantage.**

Designed to accommodate a wide variety of specialized mounting brackets, Control Series monitors can go virtually anywhere. On the console, on the wall, on the ceiling, in a rack, on a tripod, keyboard or mic stand. Control 10's and 12SR's even come with a built in handle so they travel like a seasoned professional.

Next time you're looking for a super compact high performance loudspeaker system, remember Control Series then go see your JBL dealer. Look at the specs, then listen to the big difference.
Publishing A Newsletter

By Dwight Cook

A newsletter is one of the most effective, informative and friendliest ways in which to establish the identity of a recording facility. It is also an ideal way of staying in touch with your clientele and fostering new business.

The initial ideas for creating our studio newsletter came from SPARS business conferences and informal conversations with colleagues who have explored a multitude of cost-effective promotional strategies. Many publicists and other company owners have helped contribute to our newsletter, which has evolved quite a bit over the years.

Keep in mind the old truisms: Start small and keep it simple. It will suit the development of a newsletter. Our publication, titled “Sound News,” started in 1980 as a yearly one-page flyer. Today, it is a quarterly four-page newsletter. Although publishing our newsletter fulfills our promotional needs, we try not to lose sight of the fact that we are in the audio business, not the publishing business.

Our newsletter gets our name on our clients’ desks on a regular basis and doesn’t require too much time away from our daily operation. Bill Wade, our studio manager, is the writer/editor of the newsletter and the major figure in its production. Bill has the ability to write a newsletter that is conversational, fun and easy to read. He gathers contributions from the staff and encourages submissions dealing with relevant topics.

Bill has creative control and gives the newsletter a consistent style and point of view. This is essential, because our primary goal is to portray our company’s unique identity.

STAFF, NOT GEAR

Most importantly, the studio staff is emphasized over the equipment. For instance, Bill is a motorcycle enthusiast, as are Mark Meyer, our chief engineer and Kate McGuire, our office manager. In discussing motorcycles around the office, we discovered that many of our clients are riders too.

As a result, Bill created “APES on Wheels” (Artists, Producers and Engineers Society). This informal club has been on numerous motorcycle excursions and their ongoing adventures have become a regular feature of the newsletter.

People always want to work with winners, so we include notable and outstanding projects completed at our studios. We also inform our readers of the latest equipment acquisitions and how the new technology is better serving their needs. Out-and-out bragging is never a good idea, so we do this kind of promotion in a variety of subtle ways. We mention our clients and their projects, and position our staff as well-informed, creative people. The “Tip of the Month” column allows our clients to contribute their ideas on a variety of subjects such as music licensing and time code.

Have fun with your newsletter — make it breezy and enjoyable to read. We have jokes and trivia questions with prizes and commendations. This year, we started the “First Annual Cook Sound and Picture Works Awards.” Short on pomp, long on circumstance, these awards bring attention to some of the unusual and often overlooked situations that arise in the day-to-day business of studio operations.

Winners receive an engraved, gold spray-painted, crushed and mangled commercial reel with stretched tape hanging from the flanges. Our many categories include: “The Most Creative P.O. Award,” which was won by a client asking for four hours of studio time, three station dubs, two cassette copies and a partridge in a pear tree. We also instituted the “Strangest Booking Request Award” for a client who wanted one of our rooms for playing records and eating pizza. Budget restrictions prohibited this request — there was only enough money for the pizza.

NEWSLETTER TIPS

It really isn’t that difficult to start your own newsletter. Here are a few tips that have worked for us. We have a computer network, so we all share the same files. That helps! We all use the same word processing software, and in the first stage of production, all the writing is first reviewed and spell-checked without concern for the layout. After the writing is complete, we review our clip-art library and photos to see what might apply. With our scanner, we can create new clip-art and render photos usable. A draw program allows us to create original art and combine these elements with text.

The next step is the layout. For our desktop publishing venture, we found a low-cost program that was designed for newsletters. To save time, we have a standard masthead which we use for each issue, and our layout is a standard template file. We use a PostScript printer to print a proof to paper so that we can see how the document will look in its final form.

We then save to disk and take the files to a professional typesetter. (With a good laser printer, you may find that it is acceptable to skip the typesetter and print the master copy yourself.) The final document, now typeset, is taken to an offset print firm, which also screens and sizes the photographs.

In getting your newsletter started, experiment and find the method that works best for you. For instance, there are a lot of choices to make when it comes to software. If you are not currently computerized, find the software that does what you want and then purchase the computer that will run that software. If you’re looking for a low-cost network that works well, or if you want to discuss our newsletter production methods, feel free to call us.

Any newsletter or direct mail ends up in the trash if it doesn’t say “read me.” Make sure your newsletter has a catchy, professional appearance and represents your company well.

YOUR MAILING LIST

Another thing to scrutinize is your mailing list. If the newsletter goes to the wrong people, it is a waste of time and money. Mail it to customers — and prospective...
customers — and build a strong mailing list. While it’s possible to buy mailing lists, you may be able to assemble one from directories or by swapping lists with affiliated non-competitors.

Start your newsletter small and keep it simple.

Try to create a personalized list as well — we’ve found that mailing to individuals is much more effective than mailing to a company name. In any event, verify your mailing list by requesting address correction at least twice a year.

As for the postage fees for mailing a newsletter, we have had very good results with the less-expensive bulk mailing procedures. If you want to be sure it gets there, and hastily, send it First Class. Both methods allow for address correction by the post office. Some of my colleagues use a mailing service center for their newsletters. We have the manpower and the labeling software to effectively satisfy our needs, but be aware of the post office regulations and sacking requirements, which are so stringent that they could drive a person into the recording business.

Producing a newsletter over the year has played a major role in our success. It has promoted our studio and helped us to establish our company name and reputation with our target market. Client feedback has proven its worth. But a newsletter is only one of many self-promotion tools. We have had success with seminars, open house tours of our facilities, and sponsorship of trade organizations, industry gatherings and parties.

No other recording console in its price range ...... regardless of how prestigious ...... can equal its sonic performance, features and professional quality.

None!

Why not put us to the test. Call toll-free for free literature and the name of the authorized LEGEND dealer nearest to you ...... 800-826-1457.

You could be working with a LEGEND too.

The Society of Professional Audio Recording Services is the industry’s best source of business information. For information on activities and membership, contact SPARS at 4300 10th Ave N., Suite 2, Lake Worth, Fl 33461; 407-641-6645; fax 407-642-8263.
Standards, Part 2

By Rick Schwartz

Last month, I attempted to stir things up a bit when I made a case for better digital audio workstation standardization. Since then, I've talked with a number of manufacturers, various technical committees and several digital gurus to ask how they feel about the topic of standardization. Here's what they had to say:

COUNTLESS COMMITTEES

During the past year, there have been numerous study groups, both here and abroad, looking into the area of DAW standardization. Some of them have been subgroups of various societies including SMPTE, AES and SPARS. There is even a proposed ANSI standard for WORM drives. I asked around to find out who was well-versed on the standards topic. One name kept coming up — Bill Hogan, a group leader and pivotal member of the Digital Audio Research Study Group (DARS). According to Bill, many people believe that a major reason for the less than enthusiastic reaction to digital audio workstations has been the fact that most do not support removable media.

“We've held a number of meetings and basically identified the key things that need to be in a file structure,” he says. The results of those meetings are being refined (by Bill Elswick from Ediflex and Ted Smith from WaveFrame) and will be distributed as a rough draft proposal. Then it's up to the manufacturers to see how applicable it is.

PANDORA'S BOX

Next, I asked Peter Gotcher, president of Digidesign, what his position is on the standardization issue. His response: “We think standardization, at least on the Macintosh, is achievable and we are working on it with other manufacturers. But the kind of universal standardization that users are asking for is such an unbelievable Pandora's box — standardization is great, but as a user I would rather have a great system that works without media interchangeability, than a nothing system with file exchange.”

David Haynes, a highly respected digital guru from Studer Editech and a member of DARS, feels that standardization is possible, although he doesn't believe it's going to be an easy task.

“EDL capability gets split into a number of different categories, including signal processing,” he said. “There's the concept of just being able to play sound files from different products, and then there's the concept of being able to play them so they sound exactly the same. The latter is a lot harder and practically impossible to achieve.”

THE DOWNSIDE OF AIFF

Last month, I focused on an already existing sound file standard called the Audio Interchange File Format. I asked David Haynes how he feels about AIFF. His opinion is that it shouldn't be considered an interchange standard, because it's much too broad.

“You can have 20 different formats of AIFF that are completely incompatible,” he says. “AIFF is a set of rules to be followed — your choice is on how to implement them. It is an example of what happens so many times with committees.”

Gotcher adds, “The reason Digidesign supports AIF and the reason we have it in our products is that it is a good import/export format — not to be used as a native file format. Every time our engineers have to write code to work with AIF files, they find that things run slower. It's too restrictive and complex, and tends to bog down the system.”

Although Haynes has not experienced this speed degradation, he agrees that AIF is too general to be considered a high performance multichannel standard. “When you start getting into 24-channel systems, then you start having to move away from any computer-based file system. You can't base a high-end multichannel system on AIF.”

Bob Dorris from Sonic Solutions agrees. “As soon as you start thinking about random access in a multichannel environment, any type of interleaving is out of the question,” he says. “For performance reasons, Sonic Solutions has chosen not to use the Macintosh file format. However, we do provide a conversion utility to convert our own proprietary file system to a standard Macintosh file.” He added that Sonic Solutions would support such an interchange standard, if it existed by using the same type of conversion process.

A DUAL MEDIA STANDARD?

Because removable recording media is still a moving target, Bill Hogan feels we need to first define a file structure which is completely media-independent.

“I think it's going to be self-evident what the proper media is — I think we'll see a dual swing toward some kind of streaming tape as well as some kind of removable media (most likely optical).”

David Haynes has a more practical view on the media issue. “With one type of media, you have the opportunity to write translators. Let's say that everybody started using 650Mbyte optical disks and two companies like NED and Studer decided that even though neither is using it online, it would be a published standard. Using a conversion utility, sound files could easily be exchanged.” Haynes' objection to a media independent standard is the fact that different drivers would have to be written for every type of media.

One thing is for sure — there's little desire for a real-time archival system. I've heard that Roger Lagedec from Sony was practically shouted down at an NAB meeting for suggesting that R-DAT be used as a transfer medium.

ONE FRAME IS NOT ENOUGH

Most manufacturers agree that the CMX standard for edit decision lists is a simplistic standard, which saves retyping time code numbers, but is not a solution to playlist exchange.

“The CMX spec doesn't address all of the needs of audio,” Haynes says. "A problem exists in mounting reels. I believe the CMX system only allows four channels per reel and one reel per machine at a time. You could, however, have six machines with four channels each, I guess.”

Bill Hogan pointed out that CMX doesn't give you more than single frame editing accuracy, which is not good enough for the needs of audio. However, he added that there is an extension of the original CMX EDL specification that a SMPTE committee has been working on.

THE REWARDS OF CONFORMITY

There are those who feel the only thing that is holding digital audio workstations back from widespread acceptance in the film markets is removable media and interchange. On the other hand, several manufacturers told me privately that they would rather spend time adding more features to their own systems than on media standardization. Some are reluctant to release file formats into the public domain,
Announcing the MPE 28, MPE 14 and MPE 47 MIDI Programmable Equalizers

Get the new generation of tonal controllers. More than mere equalizers, these are flexible instruments that actually give you power to enhance your music and your performance. Imagine a device that could give you this:

**CREATIVE CONTROL:** your guitar screams with sizzling brilliance on your lead cuts, then instantly switches back to a gutsy punch for your rhythm chops. Right on cue. And completely automatic through MIDI sequencer control.

**POWERFUL EXPRESSION:** the after-touch command from your synthesizer builds an earth-shaking rumble into the lingering sound. At your next patch change, the new voice instantly becomes crystalline with presence.

**CONSISTENT SOUND QUALITY:** you get the perfect PA sound at one of your regular clubs, then punch the EQ settings into memory. Next club, next button. Instant recall. Great sound.

This is but a small sample of the kind of magic you can achieve with the new MPE Series of MIDI programmable equalizers. The MPE 28 1/3-Octave design. The MPE 14 dual 2/3-Octave format. The MPE 47 four-channel fantasy machine. We've combined our proven leading-edge filter technology with micro-processor control and an exclusive built-in software package. The result: actual expressive capabilities never before achieved by any equalizer.

Discover for yourself the new creative dimension that an MPE Series tonal controller can give you. Then let your musical imagination soar.
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10802-47th Ave. W.
Everett, WA 98204
(206) 355-6000
Digital Domain

because of the many years they put into software development.

"At some point down the road the audio industry has to have a commitment to find a true universal standard," Gotcher says. "I think it's five years off, and I think it's going to involve a new dedicated audio operating system. That's going to be the only way to do it and it's going to be painful, but there's no ducking the responsibility."

TOTAL RECALL

Because many DAW products offer real-time DSP on playback, there is speculation that it is theoretically possible, but very unlikely that a user could transfer an audio file with DSP information and end up with exactly the same sound. Gotcher adds, "Crossfade types and automation are difficult issues, you'll find if you do an automated mix on one system and take it to another system the mix data is just not going to map well. There will never be in the short-term, real, sound-alike DSP engines that are consistent across platforms, so people should get used to the idea right now."

One issue of standardization that has not been widely discussed until now is the issue of nomenclature. There is almost no common terminology between the various workstations. Some of it was an outgrowth from film, television and record industries. Others were conjured up by programmers who seemed to be working in a vacuum -- with little connection to the outside world. Bill Hogan feels that the lack of a common vocabulary accentuates the learning curve between the systems. He adds, "Just because you have a different terminology doesn't make your product any better or worse. Icons aren't necessarily the answer because they do not always translate to the real world."

It seems everyone has a strong opinion about the subject of DAW standardization, but it's too early to see much of an industry-wide consensus. I get the impression that some of the manufacturers are giving lip service to this when they privately feel standardization is unachievable. Although there are a number of technical hurdles involved, I strongly believe that sound file exchange will be possible in the near future.

There are some lessons we can learn from the computer industry about standardization. In the case of the Macintosh, Apple Computer has gone to great lengths to encourage interface consistency, even if sometimes a programmer is forced to break the rules to get around operating system limitations, give their software a fresh look or impart a competitive edge. Only time will tell if digital audio workstation standardization is really worth the price.

---

DISC MAKERS
Complete manufacturing for the audio industry.

COMPLETE PACKAGES FOR:
- Cassette Duplication
- Record Pressing
- Compact Disc Replication

In-house art department for design, typesetting, film work, and printing. In-house mastering department for a great sounding product.

CALL FOR OUR FREE FULL COLOR CATALOG.
1-800-468-9353
(in PA: 215-232-4140)

DISC MAKERS
1050 Broadway, Suite 1019
New York, NY 10019
(212) 265-6662
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AKAI A.D.A.M. 12-TRACK DIGITAL AUDIO RECORDER
NEW YORK'S LARGEST PRO AUDIO INVENTORY
- PROCESSORS BY EVENTIDE, LEXICON, DBX, SYMETRIX, VALLEY PEOPLE, ALESIS, T.C. ELECTRONICS & AUDIO LOGIC
- D.A.T. FEATURING THE SONY TC-D10 PRO & FCM 2500 AND THE PANASONIC SV-3500 & SV255
- INTRODUCING D.A.R. DIGITAL WORKSTATION -- POST PRODUCTION POWER TOOL.

TASCAM ATR-80 JAPAN'S FINEST 2" 24-TRACK
723 SEVENTH AVENUE (THIRD FLOOR)
NEW YORK CITY • 10036 • (212) 719-2640
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SamAsh
PROFESSIONAL

INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS FOR PROFESSIONALS

A FEW EXAMPLES:
- SOUNTRACS II 48/ERIC/CMAX/AMX STUDIO CONSOLES
- AMEK MAGNUM/TAC SCORPION I/BULLET CONSOLES • C.A.D. 16 TO 48 INPUT, DC SERVO POWERED MIXING CONSOLES • EVENTIDE H-3000'S & B • NYS EXCLUSIVE T.C. ELECTRONICS DEALER featuring the T.C. 2290 • AKG ADR 68K DIGITAL REVERB • ROLAND R-880 DIGITAL REVERB & E660 DIGITAL E.Q. • CONDENSOR MICS BY JOSEPHSON, AKG, CROWN, NEUMANN, SONY & Sennheiser
- APPLE MACINTOSH COMPUTERS (NYS ONLY) APPLE MUSIC DEALER • SOUNDTOOLS DIGITAL AUDIO RECORDING & EDITING SYSTEM • TASCAM MSR-24 1" 24-TRACK BREAKTHROUGH PRICE RECORDER • MONITORS BY TANNIOY, EV, JBL & UREI

---

Design, Sales, Service, Parts, Innovative Financing Plans, Rush Delivery
A few important words about the new A-T 40 Series:

Tony Bongiovi  
Power Station  
"The 4051 is a great mike, especially for rock. It sounds fat and you can bang away at it with a lot of level without a pad...for a rock studio like the Power Station that's important. When you put it on horns it has a nice clean sound and it holds the dynamics well...it's just an excellent sounding mike."

David Cook  
Dreamland Studios  
"...real nice top end and a warm bottom end...very versatile. I didn't have to pile on a lot of EQ to capture the air in the studio...very present, very natural sounding mikes."

Milan Bogdon  
Masterfonics  
"The S/N ratio is superior to some of the other mikes we used. They're bright and clean so we don't have to push the EQ. Superb mike...great for vocals, overheads, snare, toms, electric and acoustic guitar...it seems to work well wherever we put it."

Jeff Baxter  
Producer/Artist  
"If I'm not getting what I want from another microphone...I've been putting up the 4051 and it nearly always does the job."

Mack Emerman  
Criteria Studio  
"The response is very flat...it holds the natural tonal qualities even at high sound pressure levels."

Now it's your turn!  
Compare the new Audio-Technica 40 Series against the very best in your studio. Contact your A-T pro sound dealer today.
The format that wouldn’t die: Recent technical advances allow analog tape machines to compete on a par with their digital counterparts.

By Chris Pukay

**Transport Advancements**

Most major transport developments can be attributed to developments in microprocessor technologies. The first microprocessors were incorporated into tape transports in the late 1970s, where they were used mainly to govern transport commands and to display tape index time. As microprocessors became more powerful and smaller in size, they were used for more applications, such as autolocator functions, allowing the user to store and chase directly to a chosen location.

We have seen autolocators increase in memory capacity and accuracy, with additional features being added, such as locate-to-SMPTE time code and the capability to generate, read and display code numbers. The top-of-the-line autolocators are even capable of performing automatic punch-ins and punch-outs to time code, whether for rehearsing or recording.

Lately, universal autolocators have been developed, which will work with a number of different tape transports. This is accomplished by having a number of different machine ballistics stored in memory. The user selects the ballistics of the specific machine that the autolocator is to be used with. As tape machines become more sophisticated, microprocessors have been used not only to control autolocator functions, but also to control other user functions and features.

Let’s take a look at some of the features incorporated into the modern tape transport and explain just what the benefits are with each one.

**Constant Tension vs. Constant Torque**

Two varieties of transport types are available on a professional tape recorder: constant tension or constant torque. The constant-tension transport, which applies equal tape tension from the beginning to the end of the reel of tape, is the more sophisticated of the two and also the most gentle to the tape.

In one design, constant tension is achieved by using tension sensors to govern the torque applied to the reel motors. Another method is "open loop," a system that looks at the diameter of the tape pack by using reel tach pulses. This arrangement uses tach ratios programmed into memory to calculate the tape pack diameter on each reel, which causes the corresponding reel torque to be applied.

On the most sophisticated constant tension systems, whether open loop or sensor, a microprocessor is used to monitor tach pulses from tacho rollers and the capstan motor so that any tension errors are detected and the reel control system can compensate for them. This is accomplished by making small adjustments in drive to the capstan and reel motors. Some
constant-tension designs allow for one-hand reel-rocking, a very handy feature for editing and finding cue points.

A constant-torque system, which as the name suggests applies a constant-torque to the reel motors, is less sophisticated and less expensive than a constant-tension system. Most of the less expensive tape recorders implement a constant-torque design. The better implementations have reel size selection so less torque can be selected for smaller reel sizes.

In comparison, a constant-tension system is more elegant than a constant torque system. However, satisfactory results can be obtained with a constant-torque design if it is implemented properly.

USER-DEFINABLE FEATURES

Today's tape machines have more sophisticated features. Manufacturers are now incorporating more user-definable functions into their machines, allowing the user to program and personalize the interface and controls. Functions such as transport switch layout, and one- or two-finger punch-in, can be user-defined on some high-end tape recorders. Several of the new analog machines have four tape speeds, selectable from the front panel. Features such as reverse play, reverse record and reverse erase are standard on several. Vari-speed ranges have been increasing over the years also, with ranges of +/- 50% available.

Most tape machines have autolocators incorporated as a standard feature, with functions such as search start memories, looping and standard locate memories offered. The tape timers are capable of displaying tape speed in inches per second and percentage of tape speed, as well as real tape time. Time code can also be displayed on some newer tape timers if time-code readers are built-in.

A recent feature to appear is an option that runs the transport at twice play speed while pitch shifting the audio down one octave. Otari's version is called a Voice Edit Module and allows the user to run the transport at twice play speed without getting the standard "chipmunk" effect, which is useful during the editing process. The pitch shift is accomplished with digital signal processing.

With SMPTE time code being used as a reference to lock two machines together, the modern-day tape recorder must offer external transport control. With new transport designs and advancements in motor technology, this has become a relatively simple task, with lock times of 1-second achievable on some systems. Many manufacturers offer internal synchronizers for their top-of-the-line tape recorders, optimized for that specific transport. Because of this, faster lock times and smoother tape handling can be achieved.

Audio Advancements

As stated earlier, audio advancements made in analog technology have helped keep analog competitive with digital. Head designs, for example, have made progress mainly because of machining tolerance improvements. Although basic head design has been in place since the late 1940s, recent improvements have come in materials used for head manufacture and the equipment used for machining the heads. These improvements have led to better frequency response and crosstalk characteristics between adjacent tracks.

Audio electronics design has also made considerable progress, with higher performance electronic components being used in audio circuit design, contributing to improved signal-to-noise ratios and distortion specifications. Some manufacturers have incorporated phase compensation circuits into their audio circuit designs, which brings the high harmonics of the signal back in line with the lower harmonics.

For example, because audio signals pass through active EQ circuits before the head, a square wave, which is recorded in a system without phase compensation, has high harmonics, which lag the lower harmonics. This leads to square waves that have their edges rounded off. If the phase lag is great enough, the square wave starts to look more like a distorted sine wave recorded on tape than a square wave. The phase compensation circuit, which is basically a trick all-pass filter, brings the upper harmonics back in line, so a square wave looks and sounds like a square wave after it has been recorded on tape. A few manufacturers provide user adjustment for the phase compensation circuit to allow for fine tuning. This assures that any variances can be compensated for by the user (see Figure 1).

Gapless/Seamless Punch In/Out

Most manufacturers have incorporated gapless, seamless punch-in and punch-out

![Figure 2. Erase and record bias timing chart.](www.americanradiohistory.com)
into the bias circuits of their tape recorders. This is a crucial feature for doing quality audio production. Seamless inserts are accomplished by controlling the turn-on and turn-off of the erase and record bias. The record bias is delayed on punch-in so that an overlap of existing and new material does not occur. On punch-out the erase bias is turned off first, then the record bias is turned off.

This practice prevents leaving a gap on the tape between new program material and existing program material (see Figure 2). The bias is ramped up on turn-on and ramped down when turned off with this type of system to prevent pops and clicks on tape. The timing delays are usually controlled through the use of shift registers.

However, some newer designs use a microprocessor so the timing of the delays is controlled with software. The amount of delay required for a gapless punch-in or a gapless punch-out depends on the distance between the erase and record heads, as well as tape speed.

Another important feature that has been added to audio circuitry by many manufacturers is Dolby HX Pro. Although not noise reduction, this variable bias optimization technique was originally developed by Bang and Olufsen for its cassette decks, and then licensed to Dolby Laboratories. Circuitry monitors the audio input signal and dynamically adjusts the bias according to how much high-frequency content exists in the signal. This minimizes high-frequency saturation and increases dynamic headroom.

The benefits are greater at slower tape speeds than at faster tape speeds, where there is literally more "area" to spread a given amount of high-frequency signal, minimizing any saturation problems.

Another phenomenon that affects high-frequency output level is self-biasing, where high-frequency program material acts like bias. This high-frequency program bias combines with the existing bias, causing a loss of high-frequency response.

In general, as the high-frequency content of the signal increases, the capability of the tape recorder to record high-frequency decreases. Because HX Pro monitors the input signal, when extensive high frequencies are detected, the bias level is reduced. The net result is a constant overall bias level, providing lower distortion and better overall high-frequency response and headroom (see Figure 3).

**AUTO-ALIGNMENT**

A few of the high-end analog tape recorders now have auto-alignment systems that automatically adjust both reproduce and record parameters. These systems considerably reduce set-up time, simultaneously improving alignment accuracy and allowing for better audio quality. The most sophisticated auto-alignment systems adjust both the reproduce electronics and the record electronics. The reproduce alignments include reproduce and sync gain, and reproduce and sync high-frequency EQ, as well as reproduce and sync low-frequency compensation. Head azimuth adjustments must still be manually adjusted by the user.

Record adjustments include record gain, record high-frequency EQ, and on the most sophisticated systems, mid-high-frequency EQ and record phase compensation (see Figure 4). The alignment systems will store alignment data for a number of tape types at each tape speed.

On some systems, session comments can be stored with the alignment data also. Alignment parameters such as bias level and operating level can be tailored to the users' preference. Some alignment systems even allow the alignment data to be stored on the tape itself so it can be recalled at a later date. Let's take a look at one auto-alignment system in particular.

Otari's auto-alignment system uses an 8085 microprocessor to keep track of the alignment functions and parameters stored in memory. The programmed memory is stored on a common EPROM IC. The EPROM contains the instructions for the operation sequence and also has the error-detection instruction set and default values stored for basic setups. The error-detection system will detect any alignment error and display an error message on a front-panel display.

The user-addressable memory is stored in RAM, with user-selected parameters for bias level, digital potentiometer values for all alignment parameters, oscillator frequency data and levels, as well as any session comments that may have been stored in memory. The RAM is battery-backed by a long-life lithium cell.

The electronics of each audio channel have digitally controlled trimmers for parameter adjustments in reproduce, sync and record. The advantage of using digitally controlled trimmers is that trimmer settings can be stored and recalled from memory. Digitally controlled trimmers are also more accurate than conventional potentiometers.

In an 8-bit system, there are 255 steps available in each trimmer. The resolution of the trimmer is better at the upper end of its range than at the lower end of its range (the nature of linear digital bits applied to a logarithmic decibel scale). This is why with most designs, typical readout setting values are in the 150- to 200-step range, still allowing for some upward adjustment if needed.

![Figure 3. Input/output level comparison, 18kHz, CrO₂ tape. (Courtesy of Dolby Laboratories.)](image-url)
Every engineer listed here has earned the prestigious Ampex Golden Reel Award for creating a gold album exclusively on Ampex audio tape. Find out what makes Ampex tape right for your sound. Just call or write for a copy of our new 456 Technical Brochure, and see why Grand Master 456 is engineered like no other tape in the world.

AMPEX
A MASTER OF ENGINEERING
The digital trimmers, which can be thought of as simple digital-to-analog converters, are made up of a data latch and a resistor array. The resistors are in series with the input side of the gain control circuits and in parallel with the series input resistor for EQ and record phase compensation circuits.

The error-detect system that Otari uses has four different sections to its program. All four sections of the program display their error codes on the alignment screen. The first section of the error-detection program looks for errors in data read from the EPROM or stored in RAM when the system is powered on.

The second section of the error-detect program is active during auto alignments. This section of the alignment will display an error message if there is not enough range in a digital trimmer to complete the alignment or if tape dropouts cause the alignment system to misalign any of the parameters.

The third section of the error-detect program checks the different sections of RAM. An error message is displayed if an error exists in the overbias register, the oscillator register, the potentiometer level register or the frequency-select register, showing the user which register has the error.

The fourth part of the error-detect program detects any operator errors, such as wrong buttons pushed, and displays the error message on the alignment screen. The error-detect system is valuable to the user because many times when the machine is auto aligning the user may not be in the room or the system is too fast for the user to detect an error by eye. With the error-detect system no error goes unnoticed.

Manual alignments can be performed on full auto-alignment systems. But some alignment systems are available that incorporate limited use of digitally controlled trimmers and have the capability of storing different setups in memory, but do not perform the full alignment sequence automatically. The user must perform the alignments manually through the use of an alignment panel provided on the machine.

This type of manual system does not have all of the features of an auto-alignment system but still gives the user some flexibility. The user must operate and control each individual adjustment, which makes this system slower than an auto-alignment system. However, setups can be recalled from memory, which does save some set-up time.

**SUMMARY**

The advancements that have come about in the past several years have allowed the analog tape recorder to remain the standard format for recording. Analog does not have the format compatibility problem that digital recording currently does. Digital is still very expensive, limiting the number of users. There are also many people who like the aesthetic sound of analog and the soft compression that can be obtained from hitting tape with high signal levels.

Considering all of this, analog will continue to be one of the standard formats in the recording industry for quite some time.

**REFERENCES**
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There was a time when these words were seldom used together. The disciplines necessary to produce art had little patience for technology. Today the union is prerequisite. With this fusion in mind, Trident engineers set out to combine vintage sonics with adaptable studio integration and control.

The Vector 432 in-line console. Featuring balanced bussing, 32 groups, 4 stereo mix busses, 4 band equalizer splittable between channel and monitor and 8 auxiliary send busses. The 16 mute groups, fader automation, and multiple machine control are all accessible from our Central Command Panel.

With Audio specifications straining theoretical limits and sonics that can only be described as Trident, the Vector 432 is clearly the console for the creative. Audition a Vector and hear for yourself. After all, you've been listening to us for years.
Less than common in our industry is the individual who combines decades of musical ability, proven technical prowess and titled scientific achievement. James Boyk — owner of and producer at Performance Recordings in Los Angeles, concert pianist, director of the music lab, pianist-in-residence and lecturer in music in the department of electrical engineering at Caltech in Pasadena — is such a person.

For seven years, Boyk has been developing one specific analog tape deck into an ultimate analog performer. The platform he chose, in one sense, is surprising. In another sense, it’s quite interesting. The details follow:

REP: What led you to the Magnesaurus project?
JB: I’m a concert pianist, among other things, and my interest has always been to record the piano sound as legitimately as I could. Along the way I’ve learned something about recording and something about making vinyl records, an art which is now completely obsolete. I have been privileged to co-engineer recordings for Sheffield Labs, including the Kodo Drummers and the Stravinsky Firebird, with the L.A. Philharmonic. I also co-engineered and co-produced a recording by my friend Lincoln Mayorga, solo classical piano works. I’ve had quite a bit of experience in the purist sort of stuff, none at all in multi-mic studio work. My goal has always been to record live material better and better.

REP: Tell me a little bit about the tape deck itself. It’s an early Ampex?

The Magnesaurus is a hybrid Ampex 351 1/2-inch, 2-track.
The development of the perfect analog tape deck.

JB: Originally a 15ips Ampex 351, it's what they called a portable machine. Our formal name for it is the Magnesaurus 351.5, the 5 referring to 1/2-inch tape. I don't know how much it actually weighs, but I think the transport is about 60 pounds and the electronics 30 or more, or roughly 100 pounds all told. It's a well-known machine, transport in one box and two signal chassis, each with one big meter, in another. It's all tube, in fact, all miniature triodes.

The series began around '57 or '58. The date codes on some of the parts in mine are actually as late as '62, which I was pleased about, because it meant that I had very late electronics. The basic deck is a very good machine. In my opinion, it's one of the best off-the-shelf recorders that's ever been made.

R•E•P: How did it perform in stock condition?
JB: Well, the transport tended to have wow rather than flutter, unlike the modern servo decks. The electronics all had some 120Hz ripple. But basically a good machine. In fact, three of our records, our catalog numbers PR3, PR4 and PR5, were made with a stock 351. It was one that had been tweaked and maintained just immaculately by Michael Fraser, who was my recording engineer before he retired from the business.

R•E•P: What led you to owning and improving your own 351?
JB: Back then I had already started thinking, "How could we do this substantially better?" When Fraser retired and sold the machine, I was galvanized. I was in a position where I had to have something, and I decided that it had to be an all-tube machine. I'm simply not happy with any solid-state recorder that I've ever heard personally — none of them touch what in my

Improvements to the 351 include a replacement head nest (custom-modified Sony MCI), custom-made heads, rebuilt motors and a custom flywheel.

The all metal record/play heads were custom-built by Greg Orton, senior staff engineer at Ampex. The erase head is off-the-shelf.
opinion can only be done with tubes. I find a lot of agreement about this among the professionals I talk to, professionals in recording and also professionals in equipment design.

R•E•P: What do you think was the magic in the older tube 351 series Ampex machines?
JB: I think the more I look into the 351, the more I realize that it was a brilliantly engineered machine. Not that it was perfect, because it wasn't, but that it was the balance among the various aspects of its performance that was quite remarkable. It's been very hard to make it better without an enormous amount of work, which we have put in.

R•E•P: Detail, if you would, what have you done to your machine to improve the performance?
JB: The head nest was replaced by John French of JRF Magnetic Sciences in New Jersey with a custom-modified Sony MCI headnest, simply because it gives you control over all the axes of the head, which the Ampex nests do not. John made a little hand-operated gate for the playback head and got custom record and play heads designed and made by Greg Orton, senior staff engineer of Ampex. The heads were custom-made because you can't go out today and buy 1/2-inch, 2-track heads with the appropriate inductances for tube electronics. They're not ferre; they're solid metal heads, and have nothing weird about them. They work wonderfully. We did find an appropriate off-the-shelf erase head.

Caring for the transport has been done by Shelley Herman of Acoustronics Sound. Herman is a well-known audio guy in the L.A. area. He used to be at Coast Recording and is very knowledgeable. The motors, bearing rebuilding and the tunings were done by Jeff Gilman of M1/Precision Motor Works in Hudson, MA.

R•E•P: Did you stick with the original Birdine motors?
JB: The original capstan motor was a Birdine, which we replaced, along with all of the motor run capacitors and so on. All three motors have been rebuilt to within an inch of their lives. I gave M1 carte blanche. I told them, "When the machines leave your shop, I don't want you to be saying to yourself, "Gee, if I had $50 more to work on it, or five more hours, I could make them better." I want you to say, "I don't know how to make them better." So, they're all quite marvelous.

The capstan shaft now has the ceramic face on it. Every moving part has been analyzed with fast Fourier transform analysis (FFT) to find out whether there were any rotationally caused sidebands. The flutter idler has been trued. The whole assembly has been dynamically balanced.

R•E•P: Did you custom-fabricate any components?
JB: We now have a custom flywheel made of a special material that won't resonate, so we get rid of the 480Hz ring in the standard flywheel. We were damping the original with rubber bands, which, by the way, are very effective! Just put a rubber band around the perimeter, and thread another one around itself in the four round holes that are in the middle of the flywheel. You can reduce the ringing 10dB with just two rubber bands. It's quite amazing, the performance that the transport design was capable of. I'm not saying that it ever even reached that performance level in those days, because FFTs weren't thick on the ground.

R•E•P: Did you learn anything about tape path design, or mechanical performance, in the rebuilding process?
JB: We found out a lot about such things as pinch rollers. For example, the capstan motor mounts to the top plate with four screws, and the common way to remove one of the screws is to lever the pinch roller out of the way. What you're supposed to do is remove the pinch roller with your Allen key and then get at it that way. But most people don't.

Well, it turns out the moment that you lever it out of the way with your screwdriver, you've just ruined it. You can't do that, and this is important to know. You have to then replace the whole pinch roller assembly, not just the tire, once you've bent the little short vertical shaft it's on. If you don't, you've just increased your wow and flutter tremendously.

R•E•P: Something tells us you learned that the hard way.
JB: Exactly. But we also did comparisons. We tried a stock Ampex pinch roller and a brand new Electrosound. We found out that at least with the two we tried, the Electrosound was not only less expensive, it was better. It actually gave us smaller and fewer sidebands. I'll say, by the way, for anybody who's doing such analysis, that often you'll see a wow and flutter analysis published on a tape deck. They'll show you a 3k tone and its sidebands. The resolution they use commonly is 50Hz per division.

It turns out that's totally useless and completely meaningless. It will not show you what's going on. You really want to use 10Hz per division. One Ampex ATR that I looked at had a bad capstan sideband at ±32Hz, down –13dB relative to the 3k tone. That definitely affected the stability of the signal. At 50Hz resolution, you simply didn't see it. It looked perfect.

So we used 10Hz resolution, and there it was.

R•E•P: Going through the machine, you obviously used a lot of FFT analysis and transducer-generated measurements. How much of your discoveries were just good basic sleuthing, figuring out the relationships between the rotational speeds of the capstan and flywheel vs. the flutter scrape filter or reel motor?
JB: It was tricky, but you ask yourself: What is it that goes around at that rate? "Well gee, that sounds like it's around 5 per second." Where the FFT helps is that you can say it's 4.8Hz, so you can look for something that goes around 4.8 times a second. Measure diameters. You know, there are a lot of things similar in size, for instance, the capstan and scrape flutter rollers, or the pinch roller on one side and the flutter idler on the supply side.

You ask yourself: What is it that has a perimeter, a circumference of x inches,
therefore a diameter of x divided by pi? Well, it's this roller; it's not the capstan because that's only \( \frac{1}{2} \) inch, and so on. So FFT is enormously helpful. I don't mean a little bit helpful; it really makes a qualitative difference in your ability to track down these things.

The net performance result for us was DIN weighted wow and flutter better than 0.03%, and, unweighted, better than 0.06%. That first spec is as good a number as any manufacturer can ever claim for a commercial tape deck, even a modern servo type. I'm not aware of any manufacturer's spec better than that. It sounds solid as a rock, even on piano.

"Analog recording hasn't nearly reached its true potential."

**RE•P:** And the electronics?

**JB:** It's a line level 15ips machine. The electronics originally had three stages to the record head, or four, including the mic pre, which got dumped into the second line stage before it was eliminated. We now have two stages from our line in to the record head. No transformers at all - we just come into the unbalanced input. The electronics were the purview of Steve Haselton, the chief engineer of Sheffield Labs. He has gone through them extensively, simplifying the circuitry in a number of ways, such as eliminating that one input stage in the record circuit.

Let me give you an example of the remarkable design of the original, which we only discovered in the painful way. First, we eliminated all of the record amplifiers except the actual single triode, which drives the record head. We thought we'd hit the single amp record head flat, no EQ, very hot from outside, and run it in some approximation of constant current. We found out that it's not capable of driving the head flat.

It turns out that the EQ pre-driver is doing two things: It provides EQ, the NAB or CCIR curve, and it's also providing EQ for the non-flatness of the record amp. We are now going right into the front of the final buffer before the EQ stage of the record amp. We have changed the EQ stage somewhat. But as it stands, once you get rid of the ground loops and hums and so on, it's quite a remarkable recorder. People can judge that themselves just by hearing the record. It's Performance Recording PR7 LP or PR7 CD, distributed via Harmonia Mundi, USA, released in October last year.

with Dolby SR, the music comes back the way I'm used to hearing it, but without the noise."

**Occupation**
Producer, keyboardist, songwriter.

**Recent credits**
Produced and/or co-wrote albums for Madonna, Julian Lennon, Bryan Ferry and many others. Composed film scores including "At Close Range", "Nothing in Common", and "Nameless" (due in early '91). And recently released "Toy Matinee", his own band project.

**On what he does**
"I like it all, I have to do it all. I feel a need to challenge myself in areas I haven't entered before."

**On his technique**
"I find the air and space around the principal elements in a recording are becoming more important to me. The music becomes more centered, with less need for effects and layering."

**On Dolby SR**
"I prefer and am accustomed to recording on analog tape. But I don't like tape noise - who does. Dolby SR assures a quiet, transparent recording."

"Toy Matinee" (Reprise Records) recorded and mixed at Johnny Yuma Studios.

Dolby SR: now 50,000 tracks worldwide.
**R•E•P:** Were there any other modifications?

**JB:** We have an outboard power supply made by Richard Maurer of Musical Fidelity in Culver City, CA, that provides much better power. It has on-board regulation for the filament supply, but not for the B+. I don’t like regulated B+; I don’t think it’s done right in 99 cases out of 100. I think it really degrades the sound.

---

**“My goal has always been to record live material better and better.”**

---

**R•E•P:** When you put this all together, what do you end up with?

**JB:** Well, we took our reel of tape made on the Magnesaurus over to Doug Sax at the Mastering Lab, and we played it back and measured things. Their standard mastering playback machine, the one with the preview heads, has its own custom tube electronics, which Haselton also designed. We measured pitch stability from one end of a 10½-inch reel to the other. It was 0.15%. Damn good. Very impressive, considering the changing tension. That’s two and a half cents, two and a half hundredths of a semi-tone.

People who know about this tell me that you can edit from one end to another, but I never do that, because no matter who I’m recording, I’m always recording in concert, straight through. I only edit from part of one reel to a similar part of another reel. We can make that spec better if we continue playing with the tension adjustments.

**R•E•P:** How does the noise measure out?

**JB:** Noise measurements are enough to drive anybody nuts. I can’t come up with anything meaningful. What I want to do is the CCIR/ARM measurement that Dolby has promulgated, but I don’t have the proper filter for that. My guess is that it’s 67 dB below 250 n/W. I’ll tell you what I’ve learned, and I’ve looked into each of these questions elaborately. The most meaningful thing you can say about measuring noise is that with blank tape on the machine and the tape stopped, you read the noise off the playback electronics. Then you run the blank, unmodulated tape. Your tape stop noise, playback electronics only, should be better than 10 dB below the silent tape run noise at every point in the spectrum, looking at it with an FFT analyzer. That’s the goal. Then you turn on record with the level pot down all the way. Now you have bias noise on there, and the record electronics, of course, and ideally it should not go up more than 4 dB or 5 dB above the blank tape playback noise.

**R•E•P:** And that’s mostly bias and tape modulation?

**JB:** Yes. Now that’s the ideal. The theoretical is that it goes up 3 dB. If you get 4 dB or 5 dB, you’re doing great. But let’s talk about dynamic range for a moment. The stock, factory 351 gives you a signal-to-noise of 60 dB, very roughly. When you go to ½-inch tape, you gain 5 dB. People think that you ought to gain 3 dB because you’ve doubled the tape width. But the relevant thing is not the thickness of the width; it’s the width of the track. The ½-inch, 2-track tape uses the tape very effectively; ¼-inch, 2-track does not.

**R•E•P:** What is the dynamic range of the machine?

**JB:** Using a peak meter at the Mastering Lab, we actually measured transients off tape, which are 14.6 dB above 250 n/W, clean. Absolutely not getting into the tape. Nobody would listen to it and say it was overmodulated, compressed. 14.6 above 250, which means it’s 16.6 above 200, which means it’s 17.2 above 185 n/W. That’s almost unbelievable, and frankly a level that I didn’t think tape could take. It’s hot! With piano transients! I think part of that possibility, that advantage, is tube electronics, much more headroom and much more transient capabilities. It sounds marvelous.

**R•E•P:** And the frequency response?

**JB:** We did a test tone run before this latest piano recording session. Measurements of extreme breadth from 12.5 Hz to 40 kHz, to learn something about the machine. We were looking for the shape of the response curve. We recorded lots of tones, lots of points, measured with our Fluke meter, being sure that we were putting them onto tape extremely flat. Recorded on our machine at 0 level, not –10, at 250 n/W, and played back and measured off the playback head of the tube MCI at Mastering Lab, which is realistic because that’s where we play back for mastering the disc. The –6 dB points were 13 Hz and 30 kHz. At 15 ips! The –3 dB points at 250 were 18 Hz and 22 kHz, and +1 dB was from 20 Hz to about 17 kHz. +2 dB was from 20 Hz to just under 15 kHz at 250. And the bottom end! I’ve never heard a bottom end like this. That’s the reason we went 15, not 30. No head bump. We don’t see one. It was +0.1 dB at 25, at 50, at 100. Doug Sax gets credit for that, as head bumps are a function of the playback head.

**R•E•P:** Tell us about the perceived sound quality of the Magnesaurus.

**JB:** Speaking as a pianist now, I’m hearing attacks like I’ve never heard before off tape, and certainly never off digital tape, which completely screws up piano attack. When the hammer hits the strings, it’s struck, not plucked-sounding. There are sharp leading edges, with an adamantine quality, which is quite marvelous. I’m hearing the tone much better here than I’ve ever heard before, except off direct-to-disc recordings.

It has all the virtues of tubes, such as high resolution, where you can really listen in and hear the true piano sound in a way that I have simply never heard on any solid-state recording. I can hear the harmonic development of a note as the note sustains and dies.

I can hear the change in the note and the overtones off the tape the way I hear them on the live piano. I’ve never heard that on any digital, including the DAT recording we made simultaneously at the same session (the PR7 recording), splitting the Blumlein ribbon mic pair signal from the custom-built tube mic pre-amps, through a borrowed Sheffield tube stereo splitter, to the Magnesaurus and DAT recorders both.

On the PR7 CD, we have the analog master tape followed by the digital master tape so people will be able to compare directly. Does the analog have more noise than the digital? Some. But the sound of it is very tube-y. Very smooth. It is very airy, more tube-like than tape hiss-like. It’s really quiet, even in direct comparison to the digital.

**R•E•P:** Any final comments?

**JB:** Only that analog recording hasn’t nearly reached its true potential. It really hasn’t been touched in terms of what it’s capable of.

---
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ANNOUNCING A BREAKTHROUGH THAT WILL STAND THE RECORDING INDUSTRY ON ITS EAR.

INTRODUCING THE MX-2D™ DIGITAL AUDIO SERIES MAGNETO OPTICAL DRIVE

The revolutionary MX-2D™ Magneto Optical Disk Drive represents the latest achievement in removable disk drive technology from the "Masters of Mass Storage", Eltekon Technologies.

Ruggedly designed for continuous studio use, the MX-2D™ incorporates state of the art innovations which enable it to record Digital Audio at 48kHz stereo directly to Magneto Optical disk. One cartridge is capable of storing a total of 650 mbytes (27 minutes per side) and is completely reusable. Repeated rewriting to the disk will not degrade its performance as is the case with conventional magnetic storage media. Furthermore, the laser optical technology of the MX-2D™ Magneto Optical Drive completely eliminates any possibility of data loss from a catastrophic "head crash".

Step into the future of hard disk recording today with the Eltekon Technologies MX-2D™ Digital Audio Series Magneto Optical Drive!

Ask about our new CD Mastering service.

Eltekon Technologies
37491 Schoolcraft Rd.
Livonia, Mich. 48150
Phone: 313-462-3155
Fax: 313-462-5922

"THE MASTERS OF MASS STORAGE"
The Large Console

Nearly all manufacturers are taking steps to make large consoles more attractive.

Commitment

By Amy Ziffer

20th Century Fox installed an SSL Series 5000 console in August. Containing 86 inputs in a 136-input frame, the desk lives on the mixing stage at the Darryl Zanuck Theater on the 20th Century lot in Century City, CA. (Photo by Gary Krueger.)
Bigger appears to be better, if the recent sales of large consoles are any indication.

In 1990, the owner of "the largest (fill in the blank) console in the world" seemed to change practically every month. In this time of economic uncertainty, logic dictates that the wise business move would be to rein in expenditures and avoid substantial debt burdens.

Flying in the face of that notion are film, video and audio production studios regularly installing boards with far more inputs than the number of tracks they're recording. Music studios that formerly got by with 32x24 mainframes are putting in mixers with 56, 72 and 80 inputs.

Box-office records were set in 1989, and may be broken in 1990, despite the beginning of the recession. Television viewer-ship and sales of music are healthy. An economic downturn may actually increase entertainment-sector revenues. Movies, television and prerecorded music are still some of the least expensive forms of entertainment, and all three require the services of recording studios.

Even if the recession is protracted and leads to a leaner, more competitive business climate some feel that a large console can provide that certain something that gives one facility the edge over another.

"During these economic times, especially," says Barry Roche, president of Neve, "the studios that provide the most productivity benefits for their clients will be successful. Larger consoles are one way that the traditionally stronger facilities can give their clients the efficiency they need and keep themselves economically viable."

THE NEED FOR SIZE

Andy Wild, vice president of Solid State Logic's western operations, says much the same thing: "I've been representing SSL for eight years, and each year the demand has been for larger consoles. One reason is that engineers are tending to use more than one multitrack. Nowadays, it's not uncommon to run a 48-track digital plus a 24-track analog, whereas years ago there was just the one 24-track.

"Consequently, you need a bigger desk. In attracting clients to a studio, if you have a larger console than your competitor, chances are you'll have more engineers who want to come work there."

Larrabee North, in North Hollywood, has the largest SSL studio recording console in the United States, an 80-frame 4000G Series with the Real World Automated Send Network (ASN) and 24 channels of E Series EQ. The Larrabee North facility is a 3-room extension of the original 2-room Larrabee in Hollywood. Larrabee's client base is primarily big-name musical artists — artists who can easily afford to record on 48 or more tracks. Ninety percent of the bookings are mixes, and a substantial portion of those consist of dance remixes, the creation of extended versions that may involve recording additional tracks.

"With remixes," says Kevin Mills, studio manager, "engineers may add 20 tracks of new information, and they want to combine old and new at different points in the song, so it's important to have large consoles." He also points out that generally dance music has many more tracks than rock 'n' roll, even before the remix process.

Larrabee North opened its doors in November 1990, but the decision to expand was made long before news of a faltering economy made the airwaves. The only effect Larrabee is feeling from the economic downturn, according to Mills, is a little more pressure on rates.

"This last year has been a very good year for Larrabee," he says. "That's why we're more than doubling our size. Even in a recession, the studios that can offer not just a large console, but the support personnel and backup, will continue to do well. The large console is just where it starts. It isn't as important as delivering all the rest."

Another tactic is to own a console no one else has. At Conway Recording in Hollywood, the most recent acquisition is a 64-input Focusrite console — the only one of its kind in the world. A 64-80-channel version costs from $400,000 to $500,000. Most of Conway's projects are albums for major musical artists, but they also do some television and film work. The first few clients on the new board included Toto, Lyle Lovett and Aaron Neville with Linda Ronstadt.

"If you run two 32-track machines or a 32-track and a 24-track," contends owner Buddy Brundo, "64 inputs is about the smallest you can have today in a professional, competitive studio."

UPSREI IMPRESSIONS

Dan Zimbelman of Sonic Image, the U.S. distributor of Focusrite, says, "There has always been a tremendous demand for a world-class large console. The philosophy of Focusrite Audio Engineering has always been: Limited production, strategically targeted." Five are on order for installation this year, and a maximum of eight will be delivered next year.

Music production isn't the only sector of the market in which a large console can help distinguish one top studio from another. Don Bassman, director of the sound department at 20th Century Fox, says, "If you're going to be on the edge, if you're going to set the standards and have all of the bells and whistles and toys, you've got to go in this direction. You can't afford to do anything else. The obsolescence factor is in place, and in order to offset that you ought to get the technology that's going to put you ahead."

What put Fox ahead is a new, customized SSL Series 5000, with 86 inputs in a 136-input frame. The board, which went on-line in August 1990, is installed on the mixing stage at the Darryl Zanuck Theater on the 20th Century lot in Century City, CA.

The traditional practice of mixing film with a 3-person team (one person each for dialogue, music and sound effects) has meant that dubbing consoles have always been larger than those meant for music recording and mixing. Nevertheless, studios used to get by with less. What changed?

"If you're doing a movie like 'Diehard' or 'Predator,' you start out with 400-500 effects alone," Bassman says. "You don't want to marry too many things together because you need flexibility down the line. Artistically, it's best to have as much separation as you can. You're dealing with a lot of faders and inputs, and this is getting more and more pronounced as time goes on."

Tom McCormack, vice president of post-
production services at Warner Bros. Studios Facilities in Burbank, CA, just supervised installation of a Neve V series board in a new sound stage that will accommodate 50 to 60 musicians. He has observed much of the same thing.

"We need the large console to deal with the music environment of today," McCormack says. "Music is not just done on 4-track — it's 32- or 48-track digital. We have one of the largest consoles Neve has ever built, and we got it with some longevity in mind." The board has been customized with a separate monitoring system with 64 faders, in addition to the in-line monitors.

"It's like having a second console," he asserts.

**VISUAL MEDIA**

Stereo television is another factor that may be having an impact on console choices.

"It has increased awareness of the importance of good audio, both from the audience's and the producer's point of view," asserts Brad Harrison, western regional sales manager for Harrison by GLW. "That translates into larger consoles. Our new boards are going to be able to handle hundreds of discrete elements while maintaining a manageable and friendly user-control interface." In the meantime, Harrison is seeing interest in the Seriesflen board because it offers so many inputs in a relatively small space.

The largest Seriesflen in the country belongs to George Johnson, owner of EFX Systems, a 6-room studio in Burbank, CA. His board has 66 dual-path modules, each half of which can have two switchable inputs, for an astonishing total of 264 possible sources, more and more of which are being eaten up by music tracks.

"Music is becoming a much larger participant in film-making," Johnson says. "We did a show for 'Hull St. High' that was very music-oriented; we got a full 24-track."

Lee Pomerantz, console products manager for Otari's Sound Workshop console line, says, "Large consoles have always been an important factor in the film and video post sector of the market. People like to keep elements as separate as possible and are typically doing fewer premixes or premixes before going to the stage. That necessitates a large console on the dubbing stage."

At press time, four Otari Premieres were in the process of being installed at Skywalker Sound South, a division of LucasArts Entertainment. Two boards with 88 inputs each will reside on film stages, and two with 72 inputs are reserved for video stages. The Skywalker boards have been customized to what Skywalker general manager, Bruce Markoe, calls a "two person/four person" configuration. There are four separate sets of motion controls, with the two main sections just off center and the other two on either end.

Markoe believes the economic downturn won't really affect his portion of the industry. "There may be some impact, but it won't dictate the size of our consoles. Size is dictated by the needs of the mixers and the shows we're working on!"

---

**MIDI has provided more of a boost to some manufacturers than others.**
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Size is also difficult to determine exactly. The last 10 years have seen some novel console design concepts come to market. Dual-path or stereo modules have two channels for each physical input module, and depending on the application, monitor inputs may effectively double the number of returns a console can accept. Others have "half-functional" inputs with limited equalization or aux send capability. The Skywalker 88-input boards, for example, have 124 effective inputs, but not all are fully functional.

Otari's Pomerantz agrees: "We are clearly seeing the trend toward larger and larger consoles, but not physically larger — just more inputs. This is due to the combination of analog multitracks with hard disk and digital recorders, workstations, MIDI gear and special processing equipment in a mixdown situation.

'We've seen an enormous increase in our clients' needs for line returns during mixdown, and this is one of the driving reasons behind the development of our new Series 34 music-production console. Each input module has two complete mirror-image signal paths, which means that a 32-input mainframe console actually has full return capability of 64 signals during mixdown — double the number of returns in a given mainframe size. Otherwise, consoles get physically too big to be operated by one or even two mixers.' In fact, nearly all manufacturers are taking steps to make large consoles more attractive. Amek's new Mozart can be purchased with an external jackfield to decrease length. D&R has begun selling products direct in an attempt to make it easier for facility owners to install boards themselves and keep the cost of a large board down.

"Someone can get a large frame and have only 10 modules," says D&R's Paul Westbrook. "Then add 40 or 50 modules later on. We made it as easy as possible for the end user to get into our products." D&R is also coming out with two console lines that will offer up to 128 or 144 inputs (Avalon and Marilon, respectively) with three signal paths on each module.

Finally, DDAs DMR-12 was designed specifically for home and commercial MIDI studios that don't require full equalization and send capacity on every channel. Future developments will undoubtedly bring more changes. Bruce Markoe of Skywalker, commenting on how physical size sets limits to functionality, says, "[In the future], size may not be important because of the virtual nature of consoles."

Neve's president Roche notes another trend that has begun to snowball. A trend that has created a third market for large consoles. "One major change we observed in 1990 is a greater emphasis on post-production as music recording studios are leaning toward becoming multiuse rooms. More and more are diversifying so they're better positioned to secure their business."

**ANIMAL JINGLES**

Los Angeles' Music Animals is a perfect example. Established three and a half years ago, Music Animals concluded a building remodel in October of 1990. The last of what will be five rooms is scheduled to go on line in March.

Says studio manager Rick Perrotta, "I knew when I came on board that Music Animals couldn't maintain five rooms 24 hours a day, seven days a week, with one type of client. We do primarily jingle work, but also sweetening for TV and movies, digital sound effects and records. Music Animals itself is a jingle production company, and the wholly owned Zoo Studios facility is operated separately. We also have a record division. When there's a lull in sweetening, maybe there's more record work, or vice versa. We've tried to make the facility diverse enough to ac-
Film composer Hans Zimmer has installed a 48-input Soundcraft 3200 in his studio.

accommodate all of these different situations and thereby stay in business.”

Because of the diversity of its clientele, Music Animals must be able to work with many different formats. It is often called upon to do multiple mixes simultaneously, for example, to stereo, 4-track and mono all at once.

“None of the big makers allowed us to do that and they didn’t want to modify,” recalls Perrotta. Music Animals settled on one model — the DDA DCM-224V — for all five rooms. The 56-input mainframes are stocked with up to 52 inputs each, and they are all heavily modified.

“We have an 8-track matrix, which enables us to do a lot of tricky mixing easily,” Perrotta says. In mixdown the DCM effectively has more than 120 inputs. Yet Perrotta offers a word of caution: “I’m all for big, expensive consoles, but only if the choice is a prudent one, given your market.”

Sunset Sound in Hollywood installed an Amek APC-1000 64-input board in May of 1988, and another studio is outfitted with a custom 56-input board that’s expandable by 12 channels with a portable console.

Studio manager Craig Hubler says, “The bulk of our work is records, but we also do a fair amount of film pre-dubbing and Dolby surround mixing for feature films. We wanted to be able to accommodate at least two 32-track digitals, since we have the Otari DPRs.”

Sunset had the console heavily customized by Amek, and Hubler says it has been upgraded further in-house. “We tend to keep our consoles 10-15 years, and they undergo in-house modifications to keep up with the demands of clients.”

PROJECT-ORIENTED

A fourth input-hungry market is made up of home and commercial studios with lots of keyboards and MIDI gear. A D&R Dayner 84ST, which holds up to 81 mod-

ules and has 120 effective inputs, is installed at Ultimate Sound, a MIDI studio in Houston. One of Sony’s two largest boards in the United States is at 45 rpm Recording, a private, 1-room music production facility a stone’s throw from Paisley Park in Minneapolis. Owners Doug and Dan Johnson are also known as the Warn-er Bros. recording act, The Brojos. The Johnsons purchased a Sony MXP 3056 with 56 inputs.

“What we do often is record with a sequence,” explains Dan Johnson, “using many virtual tracks and outboard effects. Once you get spoiled, having all that separation, you’ve got to have a lot of inputs.”

At Hans Zimmer Studios in Los Angeles, the bulk of the work is music for film. Hans Zimmer is the composer of music for such films as “Black Rain,” “Driving Miss Daisy” and “Bird On A Wire.”

Co-owner and mixer Jay Rifkin explains the facility’s operation: “We have just raw synth outputs, about 64, from various samplers and modules and so forth. The mixes get very complex because we mix to a minimum of six and a maximum of 12 tracks, and we have a lot of effects returns that have to be assigned to different places. With ‘Days of Thunder,’ for instance, we had an LCR mix for each instrument group. To be able to change the mix at the dub, effects for each 3-track mix had to be independent. Multiply that by the normal number of effects and you get a lot of channels.”

Zimmer has a Soundcraft 3200 with 48 inputs [see the hands-On product review in this issue]. Soundcraft’s national sales manager, David Kimm, says Soundcraft has been trying to accommodate customers with needs like Zimmer’s.

“People need more and more inputs, but not necessarily in larger frames,” Kimm says. “We’ve seen a lot of people using submixers. The 200 Delta is a brand new, lit- tle console that people can install directly in other consoles just for, say, effects returns.”

Clearly, though, MIDI has provided more of a boost to some manufacturers than others. Likewise, the economy will impact differently on manufacturers according to how their clients are affected. Two of Tri- dent’s 56-input Vector 432 boards are in- stalled at The Soundshop Recording Studio and The Nashville Network, both in Nashville. The Nashville market and the new facilities springing up in and around Orlando, FL, are the biggest growth areas for Trident right now.

Wayne Freeman, sales director of Tri- dent Audio Developments Ltd., says the growth in large console sales is directly attributable to MIDI and the number of external devices that have become standard studio tools. “Artists utilize [dozens] of pieces of MIDI gear, and these all have to be brought back into the console,” he says.

SSL’s Andy Wild, though, has a differ- ent perspective: “I don’t think MIDI affects the top studios all that much,” he says. “MIDI is used by composers. It’s a song-writing tool rather than a tool that increases the number of sources. There are some artists who use a lot of sequencers, but most may just use it for the drums, and from then on they’ll track live. It’s more the tracking studios that use the MIDI gear, and even in that area, there’s a trend to- ward live tracking now.”

CHANGING MARKETS

But Freeman and Wild do agree that the economy probably has little to do with people’s choice of consoles. “The econom- ic downturn just happened to occur at the same time the need [for more inputs] arose,” asserts Freeman, and Wild concurs.

“We’re selling to a broad base of clients: film, video post, music, TV. One tends to compensate for another, and we’re buff- ered. At the moment, film and video post consoles are doing very well. Also, we’re selling to the top studios, and they’re always less affected by a recession than those in the middle market.”

If the economy does have an impact on console sales, it will happen down the road. The newest installations were set in motion months ago, before news of the downturn. Conway Studio C, for instance, was started two years ago, and as Buddy Brundo says, “You can’t stop in midstream. You take risks, and hopefully you choose the right path.”
FIVE QUESTIONS:

Q: When interfacing some processing gear to an SSL console recently, I asked the staff engineer if the board was Pin 2 or Pin 3 hot. He has been snickering at me ever since, but won't spill the beans. What's the deal?

A: I'll answer that question with another question: What's the difference between a duck and a duck? Don't know? You are not alone. Most modern professional consoles have patchbays built into their frames, which is the only practical means of interfacing with these beasts. Internally, they use large multipin connector blocks that typically handle 24, 32 or more signal lines on one connector and they aren't necessarily internally balanced. The tape decks and other main outputs also route through multi connectors, where one ground may satisfy a multitude of signals.

These consoles do not have the 3-pin XLR connectors that defy wiring specification. (Did you know that there is a real wiring standard that specifies Pin 2 hot?) That being the case, the patch cables that the studio personnel have made up in order to get in and out of the board's bays are of more importance to you, and the studio probably has all flavors and polarities.

The bay itself has a tip/ring/sleeve arrangement, with tip most likely being positive polarity. Smaller consoles without built-in patch-bays may have some XLR connectors whose polarity are hopefully specified in the manual. Beware: Some boards have been known to scrump on internal polarity inverting devices (using another inverting or non-inverting stage on an opamp section to put the signal back in polarity after an EQ section, for example, before it leaves the board), so ultimate polarity may vary depending on whether the input or output is balanced or not, or where it is in the signal flow.

A studio system of any kind will ideally have a consistency in its XLR connector wiring, whether to mics and cables, or to devices. This is often determined by the polarity of the multitrack. The totally tweeko studio will modify every device as well as all interface panels so that the polarity of all connectors is the same.

If you are uncertain as to the polarity of your studio, ask the guy whether he is certified to operate the Official AES Polarity Determinator, and give it a spin. (The difference between a duck and a duck: One leg is the same as the other.)

Q: The tape machine is aligned for +3 level, the meters read 0VU, yet its output is +4. How did this ever get started?

A: This is a common source of confusion among operations personnel, young and old. It arises when attempting to correlate the +3dB magnetic flux level on the tape with the +4dB voltage output of the equipment. We all know what decibels are — a relative measure of ratio of one quantity to another. Some of the quantities causing confusion here do not have the same absolute reference, but are using the relative scale for comparison.

The key is the tiny little letters (often forgotten) that all professionals are supposed to put at the end of the numbers. A console output of 0VU represents 1.228V (4dB above 1mW into a 600Ω line, or +4dBm). So, 0VU from your tape machine means the same thing at the professional level outputs: The tape recorder is delivering 1.228V when its meters read 0VU. When we say the machine is aligned for +3, we mean a flux level 3dB higher (relatively) than the original standard of 185 nanowebers/meter.

Technically, this “+3” level is really 286nw/m, but most studios align to test tape recorded with 250nw/m as a “+3” level. The standard studio reference level on tape increases from time to time because of advances in tape technology, allowing “elevated” or “accelerated” levels relative to the standard to take advantage of increased headroom before magnetic saturation. Aligning machines to “+5” (320nw/m) and “+6” (370nw/m) is therefore common practice. The newest tape formulations specify “+9” (520nw/m) for optimization.

Returning to the original question, our alignment procedure determines what flux level (such as “+3dB” relative to some standard) on tape correlates to a 0VU output from the tape machine, which is “+4dBm.” It would be more meaningful and less confusing if we were to speak of our tape machine alignments as “261” or “370” instead of “+3” or “+6.” You don’t have to say the nanowebers part. We’ll know you mean.

Q: Why is it that I interface my “-10” tape machine through a level match device to bring it up to the “+4” level of my console and it comes up about 2dB too hot?

A: A fair question, and somewhat related to the above. “-10” seems to mean different things to different people, especially equipment designers! There are a number of such devices, as well as a number of us in the industry, that assume that the “+4” and the “-10” in question are referenced to the same level, namely 0dBm (1mW into a 600Ω load) or 0.775V. Seems obvious to us.

However, most of the manufacturers of equipment designed to operate at a “-10”...
Save Your Ears

By David Scheirman

Because you are reading this publication, you make your living with your ears. Stop and think: Could you perform your job as well, would your income level be the same, would your professional reputation be intact if you had a severe hearing loss? It's a fact that musicians and live sound technicians need to be able to hear things. Not only do they need to hear them well, but hear them better than the average person. This truth should be enough to make you stop for a moment and consider your own hearing health, and the environments that you work in. What have you done for your ears lately?

WORK-RELATED HAZARDS

Did you have your head deep inside a bass bin, listening for a 60-cycle hum, when somebody pushed play on the tape deck? Were you walking past the triamplified sidefill stack, with your ear at compression driver level, when the lighting crew's ladder knocked the center-stage vocal mic stand into the floor wedge? Did the drummer hit his primary crash cymbal, hard, three inches from your ear, while you were on the drum riser adjusting the hi-hat microphone?

Each of these simple accidents can be a daily occurrence on a typical concert stage, but any one of them might be the accident that causes you to have either temporary or permanent hearing loss, thus, shortening your career and decreasing your ability to earn a living with your chosen skill.

Accidents are one thing, but constant and intentional exposure to high sound levels is yet another. Did you just finish a 60-show run in tiny concert clubs with that new speed metal band? Was your powerful cue monitor wedge placed on end one foot from your right ear as you mixed stage monitors for that entire world tour? Do you check 64 house mic line inputs every day with a ragged set of stereo head-

phones while listening to a clipping headphone amp? Chances are good that your ears need a rest; but there are also certain techniques that can be employed to offer the maximum amount of protection to your hearing as you continue to do your job.

HEARING PROTECTORS

Earplug use is becoming common among ushers, security guards, video crewpersons and others who must work at their job while surrounded by the high-level sound intensity of today's rock music concert programs. Throw-away foam plugs are often issued on a daily basis at arenas and auditoriums for the working crews; some facilities have a public health official who will provide these items to any member of the general public audience who complains about loud sound levels.

If you are a technician who works around powerful sound systems, and are not actually responsible for mixing sound during the show, it is a good idea to have some sort of hearing protection device available. The same is true if you are a sound-mixer listening to a loud system, while waiting for your band to come on. Here are some basic options:

- Disposable foam plugs: This type of hearing protection device comes in a small cardboard or plastic pouch, and several can be stuffed in a shirt pocket or a briefcase pouch. They are usually intended for one-time use, and are then discarded.

Common brands are EAR from Cabot Corporation and Decamp from North Health Care. Such devices offer a noise reduction rating ranging from about 12dB to 20dB, depending on frequency. These simple plugs mainly reduce high frequencies. They can be purchased in quantity for less than $1 a set.

- Re-usable silicon insert plugs: These rubberized insert cushions conceal tiny metal filtering diaphragmatic mechanisms to attenuate sound levels. They are often seen in use by gun buffs, construction workers and heavy equipment operators. The Sonic II from North Consumer Safety Products comes in its own plastic storage case with a keychain attached, and offers approximately a 17dB noise reduction rating. Often available in gun shops or industrial safety supply stores, a pair can run from $15 to $20.

- Personal custom-fit earmolds: The best hearing protection device, and the one most applicable to working around musical sound, is one that attenuates all frequencies evenly. When correctly designed

and properly fitted, custom-molded flexible plastic earmolds can offer 15dB to 20dB of balanced noise level reduction. In other words, full-frequency sound is still heard, but at a reduced level. The ER35 Musician's Ear Plug from Etymotic Research costs approximately $125 (plus a custom fitting appointment with an audiologist.) The ER-20 Hi-Fi earplug protects against louder sounds and is available in a generic ready-fit version for about $20 or custom-fit molds for $75.

- Industrial headphones: While maximum attenuation of very loud sounds is desired, particularly at low frequencies, the cushioned headset works well. Offering up to 30dB of attenuation, hearing protectors from David Clark Inc. have cushioned headbands and tight-fitting earseals. This is also an option for the person who does not wish to stick standard earplugs inside their ear. These headphones have a suggested list price ranging from $16 to $24. This is the type of protection often seen in use on airport runways and in the cabins of heavy cranes at construction sites.

ON-THE-JOB TECHNIQUES

- Use mini, close-field monitors as a cue system for live mixing instead of headphones whenever possible. By placing one or two small powered monitors at your mixing console position and giving them the output from your stereo cue buss, you are able to solo-up a mic input or an output mix and hear the signal without having to put on regular stereo headphones. Roland, Yamaha, Fostex, Tascam and several musical-instrument oriented manufacturers offer a variety of compact products. This is particularly handy during set-up and sound-check. Using this method, you'll have less loud, direct sound putting pressure on your ears, yet you will still hear the needed information.

- Dummy headphones can be used as a quick and easy way to lower the sound level of what you hear. Simply put on your regular stereo cue headphones, but don't plug them into anything. Run the cord into your pocket. This will offer isolation for you from the louder acoustical environment that surrounds you during a show, while your ears have a chance to rest.

- Rest away from the job-site whenever possible. Remove yourself from the noisy environment and take time to have a meal, a nap, read a book, or whatever there is to be done in a quieter space. Focus on finding a "quiet zone": No blaring TV or Walkman headphones. This can mean a walk outdoors, a trip to the crew
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bus, finding a secluded dressing room or whatever. The important thing when working around loud sound levels is to give your hearing system and internal ear mechanism time to recover. If you work in a rock music environment, your hearing will be more sensitive and fresh if you take regular breaks.

**SOUND LEVEL METERS**

If you do not already include a hand-held, battery powered SPL meter in your working tool kit, get one. Don't rely on assumed level readings from your 1/3-octave real-time analyzer unless you are absolutely sure that the correct microphone is in use (mic sensitivities can vary greatly, causing erroneous SPL readings), and that the system is properly calibrated. It's better to have a small portable unit that you can keep in front of you on the mix console or carry around the venue with you as you check coverage.

These handy devices can range in price from $65 (Radio Shack) to $2,500 (Bruel & Kjaer). I recommend the General Radio 1565-B sound level meter (about $600); this is one hand-held battery-powered meter that is approved by U.S. government agencies for environmental noise measurements.

Almost any type of SPL meter will do what you need; the accuracy difference between the cheapest and the most expensive can be about 1-2%. This would mean a possible error, +/−1dB to 2dB at about 100dB SPL. The more sophisticated, expensive units are best for critical situations. Learn the difference between A and C weighting filter scales. (U.S. government agency guidelines stipulate the use of C-weighted measurements for noise environments dominated by frequencies below 500 Hz; A-weighted measurements are most useful for making comparative readings in live show environments and discussing levels with others.)

Use the sound level meter to get useful information in the front rows, the high balcony, the back of the hall, at the console — wherever you need to know the actual average sound pressure level of your show. Find the ideal “pocket” where your show mix is as exciting and powerful as it needs to be, yet where you do not get audience complaints about excessive volume. Use your meter as a daily reference guide, regardless of the type of acoustical environment. Paying attention to the level of your system's operation will be one more step toward protecting your hearing, as well as that of others.

**LONG-TERM EFFECTS OF LOUD SOUND**

We have probably all experienced TTS (Temporary Threshold Shift) after being exposed to very loud music or other sounds. This is the sensation that someone has stuffed cotton in your ears after you have left the building where loud music was being played. After one or two hours of high-level listening, your shifted hearing threshold may compensate as much as 40dB or 50dB. In other words, your ears have “shut down” to reject the extra-loud sounds that they have been exposed to. Recovery may take anywhere from a few hours to several days.

Prolonged exposure to very loud music can bring on tinnitus, which is a ringing sensation that you hear in your ears, even though no loud sounds are present around you. If you experience this ringing several days after exposure to a powerful sound system, consider it to be your body’s way of giving you a danger signal. Damage has been done. Heed the warning.

Have a regular hearing checkup. Get to know your audiologist or hearing specialist. Once or twice a year, get checked for both air and bone conducted sound sensitivity, speech understanding and make sure that your inner ear parts are functioning properly.

If your job involves working with live sound, and you want to continue doing it, take time to carefully consider what your personal approach is going to be as you work to conserve your hearing. You will be preserving your livelihood in the process.

**WHERE TO FIND THEM**

- David Clark hearing protectors are available from David Clark Co. Inc., 360 Franklin St., Box 15054, Worcester, MA 01615.
- Deci-Damp hearing protectors are distributed by North Health Care, 1515 Elmwood Rd., Rockford, IL 61103.
- EAR plugs for hearing protection are manufactured by the Cabot Corporation, 7911 Zionville Road, Indianapolis, IN 46268.
- Sonic II hearing protectors are manufactured by North Consumer Safety Products, 16624 Edwards Road, PO. Box 7500, Cerritos, CA 90701.
Proprietary designs and a talent for developing new clients keep this company’s inventory constantly on the road.

Southern California’s Sound Image is an example of a sound company that has managed to prosper in today’s tough business environment. It isn’t enough to say that it’s getting harder and harder to become a full-fledged multiple system touring outfit. It is almost impossible, partly because of high overhead, the current climate of reduced touring profits from cutthroat competition, and rising equipment demands (without any increase in billable rate). It is amazing that smaller sound reinforcement companies can emerge into a position of established national recognition at all.

Yet, San Marcos-based Sound Image has achieved such success. Currently, the company has up to six full concert systems constantly touring nationally, with the resources to do any size show or venue. Its success formula involves its own loudspeaker design and manufacture, a heavy investment in QSC power amplification, personnel drawn from a pool of veteran independent engineers, a roster of contented clients and the knack for attracting and keeping new customers.

The company’s current client roster includes Jimmy Buffet, Barbara Mandrell, Robert Cray, Jackson Browne, Melissa Etheridge and John Denver. Last summer, Sound Image kept five systems out at once and was still able to provide Buffet with a large stadium system for special venues. Clearly, things are going well.

But it wasn’t always this way. Ross Ritto founded the company in 1972 as Silverfish Audio, based in Rochester, NY. Silverfish moved to San Marcos in 1978. In 1984, Ritto changed its name to Southern California Sound Image (although the company is better known by the shorter handle).

Current owners are Ritto and Dave Shadoan, and both actively travel with favorite accounts. Throughout its 19-year history, the company has toured nationally, yet on a much smaller scale in the earlier years.

By Mark Herman

Mark Herman is the president of Hi-Tech Audio Systems, a sound reinforcement equipment rental company based in Half Moon Bay, CA.
At first, equipment consisted of three small proprietary horn-loaded systems. In 1978, the equipment list grew to include front-loaded systems, before progressing to the current PhaseLoc-style PA cabinet designs.

Long-time senior employee Mike Adams, the operations manager, primary loudspeaker designer and an active touring engineer, says: “In the early 1980s, many of the acts we worked with were phasing out, getting smaller, not carrying production. So, we had to get new clients, new equipment and a new image. Sometime around 1985, we went to our 2-box PhaseLoc main PA system and proceeded to gradually build our inventory up to its current total of six complete arena-size touring systems.”

CABINET DESIGNS

The PhaseLoc loudspeaker line began with what is known as the 2-box Series IV Hi-Q and Lo-Q cabinets. The 48”x48”x22.5” Series IV Hi-Q is a double-wide, 3-way direct radiating trapezoidal enclosure, loaded with four 15-inch low-mid speakers, two 2-inch drivers on side-by-side 60° bi-radial horns and four tweeters. The companion Lo-Q vented cavity enclosure features four separately chambered 18-inch low-end woofers.

“One of the reasons for going to a 2-box system is the ability to separate the bottom end from the point source of the array,” says Adams. “This makes it more versatile and often better sounding.” He further explains that the high-frequency cabinet design “is like having two identical boxes in a single enclosure. There is a split baffle on each side of the enclosure that gives a little more splay coverage than a traditional single box would. As they couple, better coverage is achieved.”

After the Series IV was prototyped and road-tested, Sound Image came out with the smaller Series I and II boxes, designed primarily for such supplemental uses as sidefills, drumfills and rearfill. Simply put, the Series II is half of the Series IV, and the Series I — there are two versions — is loaded with either a single 18-inch or 15-inch driver, a bullet and a 2-inch horn.

The PhaseLoc Series V 5-way 2-box system evolved from the Series IV, but it sports a different cosmetic look in front. It does, however, maintain the footprint of the Series IV. The Hi-Q box consists of two 15-inch, two 12-inch and two 2-inch compression drivers and four tweeters. Sound Image also outfits some of the Hi-Qs with long-throw horns and neodymium drivers for long throw use in an array. The Lo-Q box is loaded with four 18-inch woofers. Both the Series IV and V have dollies that can go on either end of the enclosure. The Hi-Q boxes (400 pounds) are stacked four-across in the truck with the Lo-Qs (227 pounds) on top.

There are three different types of PhaseLoc monitor wedges — 1x15, 2x15 and 2x12. All models are bi-amped and use a 2-inch driver. The 2x12 dual wedge is used mainly for keyboards, bass and drums. The wedges are powered by QSC.

“One of the reasons for going to a 2-box system is the ability to separate the bottom end from the point source of the array. This makes it more versatile and often better sounding.”

After the Series IV was prototyped and road-tested, Sound Image came out with the smaller Series I and II boxes, designed primarily for such supplemental uses as sidefills, drumfills and rearfill. Simply put,
AMPLIFIERS

One of the interesting things about Sound Image is its intensive use of QSC amplifiers. Ever since its first Series 3 order in 1985, Sound Image has stuck with QSC. With an inventory of more than 600 units, SI is QSC's most prolific U.S. sound reinforcement client.

"The reliability factor is probably one of the main reasons we use them," Adams says. "All-in-all, the failure rate has been minimal. The amps work all the time. They just don't break. And if a problem does arise, the factory takes care of it immediately. QSC's service has been exemplary and they genuinely care if the amps are working right."

The basic amplifier-to-component formula that Sound Image uses is simple. System size and amplifier placement in racks may vary among tours, but the formula remains the same for every FOH cabinet. Each amplifier channel is assigned to only two components, with the exception being tweeters, where the ratio is 4:1. QSC 3800s drive the cone loudspeakers, which mean all 18-, 15- and 12-inch components. The 2-inch exit drivers and tweeters are powered by QSC 3350 or 3500 amplifiers. Subs are powered by the new super high-power EX 4000 units (see sidebar).

SOUND IMAGE IN ACTION

Last summer, Jimmy Buffett embarked on a tour that included several stadium dates. Sound Image put together an FOH Series IV system that had 40 Hi-Q and 24 Lo-Q boxes, eight Series V Hi-Q long throws, two Hi-Q deck frontfils and a special 6-box center cluster. Delay towers, if required, were contracted locally.

For this tour, Dave Reynolds, Buffett's house engineer, and Sound Image's Ritto specified the array setup. The flying system used eight 1-ton motors and four 7-foot, 6-inch beams per side. Each beam had Series-IV cabinets with 16 inches of L track on the top and bottom, hung two wide and four deep with the two innermost beams also flying the Series V long throws on top.

"This stadium PA system usually takes about four hours to put up," says crew member Rob Stokes. "The record for load-out is under two hours. Without lights in the way, it would only take about an hour to hang the PA."

Buffet's specially designed center cluster array was made up of six small, proprietary trapezoid cabinets hung from a stock Apogee Sound flybar. These cabinets came loaded with a 12-inch speaker and a 2-inch exit compression driver. The cluster was used for vocals only and ran off one of the house console's matrix outputs. Touring engineers chose the Apogee bar because it had the exact dimensions needed for the cluster.

The crew for the tour consisted of Rey-

Q&A: Mike Adams, Sound Image

By Mark Herman

R•E•P: Why are all the PhaseLoc main cabinets run at 4Ω?
MA: Basically, we do not run any of our amps below a 4Ω load, simply because we feel they operate better this way. Sonically, an amp — especially when it is turned up— sounds better at 4Ω than at 2Ω. Because everything runs at 4Ω, one amp channel only sees two components and sometimes four max (tweeters).

If an amp should fail, the result on the array system would be minor. We don't believe in putting all of our eggs in a 2Ω system basket. It is also advantageous to have the option to listen to the array and say, for example, "I want the tweeters on that particular box turned up." Because we have a lot of amp channels driving a limited number of individual components, it is possible to adjust the level on those parts independently and fine-tune the system array precisely.

R•E•P: Is there an ideal ratio of high boxes to low boxes with the PhaseLoc?
MA: No. Each artist and venue can be different. Whatever works where you are at the time is ideal.

R•E•P: Why did you go with direct radiating enclosures?
MA: We tried horn-loaded boxes in the 1970s, but I feel the horn adds too much coloration. If you want a more open and natural sound, the direct radiator works best. You need more of them, obviously, because their efficiency isn't there, but I'd rather build more boxes, put them up and run it up than sacrifice what I consider a more natural sound. Direct radiating loudspeaker systems are more hi-fi.

R•E•P: Some of the cabinets use Fostex high-frequency drivers and tweeters. Why Fostex?
MA: The second and third harmonic distortion was measurably lower on the Fostex over many other leading components. The Fostex high end is crystal clear in the 2-inch and tweeter range.

R•E•P: What actually holds the enclosures in the flying system?
MA: Our cabinets use Aeroquip straps that clip into Aeroquip tracks. The track is top and bottom on each box and there is a metal rod that goes entirely through the enclosure on two points per side. So, actually the hanging weight is handled by the straps and the four metal rods running through the box, instead of the box. No matter what, no lateral stress is on the box itself. Once you decide on a desired pattern, it is simply a matter of clipping them in and arranging the splay.

R•E•P: How are your loudspeaker components selected?
MA: Our basic philosophy is that we are not a brand-oriented company. We use whatever component is best for whatever particular frequency range we want to reproduce. PhaseLoc enclosures are loaded with a variety of products from various manufacturers. The new Series V, for instance, uses components from four different manufacturers. Within certain parameters, such as cost and performance, we use the best possible component available. It doesn't matter who makes it, as long as it is the best for us.
A view of the system used for Jimmy Buffett's summer 1990 tour.

Mandrell's house mixer, Michael (Ski) Wisniewski, an independent live and studio engineer for 12 years, has been using the PhaseLoc Series V system exclusively for Mandrell's recent tours.

“It's been fun using this PA because it is perfect for an artist such as Mandrell,” he says. “To do more rock-oriented shows, you would just need to add more cabinets. This PA will get up and go, and has surprising gain for direct radiators. It's a nuts-and-bolts PA, very conventional and straightforward — done right and powered right.

“For a nice, turn-it-on system, this is the easiest I've ever used, and for some reason it sounds better than any other direct radiating PA I've ever mixed on. It takes less to make them sound sweet and the coverage is very even. I've noticed that opening act engineers walk right up and like it also. Even the dreaded knob-twisters will walk up and tend to leave most everything alone because it already sounds fine.”

How To Upgrade Your Studer A-80 (A-800)

Answer: Switch to Saki 24-track Record and Playback heads when replacement time comes.

Compare ours vs. theirs. Same crisp, clean audio. Same mechanical and electrical specs down to the last detail. Guaranteed.

Ah, but the difference: The Saki heads are made of long-lasting Permalloy... proven reliable for years of troublefree service. And, just incidentally, priced about 30% less than Studer. Ours vs. theirs— it's no comparison.

Call us now for immediate, off-the-shelf delivery.

Saki Magnetics, Inc.
26600 Agoura Road, Calabasas, California 91302
Phone: (818) 880-4054 Telex 244546 Fax (818) 880-6242
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High-Powered Workhorse

Sound Image has used a variety of power amplifiers over the years. Along with such artists as Jimmy Buffett, Melissa Etheridge, The Robert Cray Band, Jackson Browne, Barbara Mandrell and Slaughter, Sound Image has relied on amplifiers from QSC Audio Products since 1984.

"You absolutely have to find and maintain a good relationship with a strong supplier of power amps," says Mike Adams, Sound Image's operations manager. "Your sound systems and your business operations won't work without that. We have used products from other companies, but since QSC brought out the Series III product line, we haven't felt a need to use anything else. We have over 600 QSC amps in our inventory right now."

Sound Image tried QSC's new EX 4000 for Jimmy Buffett's 1990 summer stadium tour.

"We had four of these units set up in a single rack to use wherever extra-powerful amps were needed for auxiliary system support," Adams says. "The tour sometimes used delay stacks in the bigger stadiums. We also had a special 6-box frontfill flying array that was suspended over the center of the downstage edge. Big outdoor shows increase a sound company's need for power amps. Because you usually have a much larger audience area to cover, you need more low-frequency support, and generally just takes more gear."

Adams sees the EX 4000 as being a powerful, workhorse amplifier.

"Right now we are using the 4000s as the low-end amp in 4-way stereo sidefill racks for the heavy-metal rock group Slaughter. It gives us more dynamic range for very loud bands like that, giving cleaner sidefill monitor washes without clipping the power amps. The extra dynamic headroom that a 1,200W or 1,400W/channel unit can give you is a valid point in a big amplifier's favor."

Pat Quilter, QSC's vice president of engineering, says that the positive market acceptance of Crest's model 8001, one of the first very high-powered amplifiers available to drive low-resistance (2Ω) loads, spurred QSC to provide a high-powered, alternative product.

"At first, we didn't think that the pro audio industry could really support the need for such powerful amplifiers," he says. "Now, I think it is clear that there is definitely a market acceptance for this type of product."

"The EX 4000's design architecture is relatively straightforward, using linear output with multistep transformers to basically double the power of our existing products while also reducing the chassis weight. This is the advantage we get over a traditional Class AB design."

"It's important to note that our new EX 4000 weighs nearly 25% less than our direct competition. And the EX 4000 will drive the same number of speakers and deliver about the same power as three Carver PMI 5s, yet the one EX 4000 weighs the same and take up less rack space. We feel that this amplifier is an option that anyone working with professional sound reinforcement systems should consider."

Sound Image's Adams noted that QSC has pre-configured the amp chassis on the EX 4000 to accept signal processing modules. "And it will be able to take computer-control interface modules when that becomes available," he says.

Quilter says that the EX 4000 was an important development project for the company and that many new features were incorporated. The EX 4000 is pre-wired with a 26-line ribbon cable so that data collection and remote-control functions can be addressed by a computer interface module.

"Five different signal conditions on each channel in the amplifier can be monitored," he says. "This includes temperature, clipping status, mute protection status, power present indication and speaker output level. We are leaning toward using the RS-485 interface standard for...

Continued on page 55
QSC's EX 4000 is the latest example of a high-powered amplifier designed to drive low-impedance loads.

A computer interface. This would set amplifiers up like a computer network, where individual units can be on or off without affecting the rest of the network.

QSC hopes to see an industry standard that will allow system designers and operating technicians to work with a universal appliance network control scheme, so that audio devices of all types can be linked and operated via computer, regardless of their manufacturer.

"Even if we develop a unique standard, we plan to make it an open situation for the whole audio industry," Quilter says. "Our approach is that a control scheme shouldn't be used just to sell one brand of amplifiers. The whole industry is waiting for a commonly accepted, workable networking system so that portable systems and permanent systems alike can be brought to a higher level of operating sophistication. The EX 4000 is standing by to be a powerful, cost-effective link in that type of chain."

QMI, 15 STRATHMORE ROAD, NATICK, MA 01760, U.S.A. TEL: 508 650 9444 FAX: 508 650 9476

Drawmer Distribution, Charlotte St. Business Centre, Charlotte St., Wakefield, W. Yorks., W11 1UB, England. Tel: 0924 378669 Fax: 0924 290460
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By Mark Herman

SHOWCO, DALLAS
Headline Act: ZZ Top
Support Act: Jeff Healy Band
Dates: Oct. 11 — Fall 1991
Region: World Tour

PERSONNEL
House Mixer: M.L. Pratcise
Monitor Mixer: Johnny Roberts
Drummer Headset: Bill Sheppell
Support Act House Mixer: Alan Morrison (independent)
Support Act Monitor Mixer: Dan Machado
Other Technicians: Johnny Roberts (crew chief); Dan Huffman (assistant FOH)
Rigger: John Bleich (independent)

CONSOLES
House: Harrison HM-5, 32x16x2 with bus-linked 20-channel extender unit
Monitor: Ramsa WR-S840, 40x18
Drummer Headset Mix: Soundcraft Delta 200, 24x4x2
Support Act House: Yamaha PM3000, 40x8x2
Support Act Monitor: Ramsa WR-S840, 40x18

AMPLIFIERS
Main FOH: Crown MA1200, Crown PSA-2
Monitors: Crown MA1200, Crown MT1200

MAIN LOUDSPEAKER CABINETS
Manufacturer: Showco
Model: (88) Prism

SUBWOOFER CABINETS
Manufacturer: Showco
Model: (20) Prism Sub

ONSTAGE MONITOR CABINETS
(HEADLINER ONLY)
Manufacturer: Showco
Model: (4) BFM600 wedge
Model: (3) BFM100 wedge
Crossover: Showco 1017
Engineer's Monitor: BFM600 wedge

MISC. SYSTEM INFORMATION
Configuration Per Side: (40) Flying Prism 4-deep x 10-across floor; (4) Prism frontfills; (10) sub
Flying System: Showco Prism 10-column grids
Truck Pack: Five across with subs on top
House Snake: Mogami 48-pair
Multi-pair Connectors: Cannon SP
Speaker Connectors: Pyle National
Splitter: 48-channel 3-way

FOH ELECTRONICS (HEADLINER ONLY)
Equalizers: Industrial Research Products TEQ DG-4023
Crossover: Showco Prism Digital 1040
Effects: AMS RMX 16; Eventide H3000; TC Electronics 2290; Lexicon PCM70; Yamaha REV-5; (2) Yamaha SPX 900; (2) Klark-Teknik DN716
Guitar Effects: Tube Tech MPLA; Tube Tech compressor CL1A; Tube Tech program equalizer PE1B
Compressor/Limiters: (2) Aphex Expressors; (6) dbx 900 Series 903
Peak Limiters: Aphex Dominator II
Gates: (6) Aphex 612
Gates: (6) dbx 900 Series 904
Gates: (2) Drawmer 201 (for bass)
Analyzer: Klark-Teknik DN60
CD Player: Tascam 501
DAT Machine: Tascam DA50
Cassette Machine: Tascam 122
Intercom: Clear-Com
Headphones: Beyer DT770
Engineer's Monitors: (2) Yamaha NS10M studio monitors powered by Crown D-75

ONSTAGE SIGNAL PROCESSING (HEADLINER ONLY)
Equalizers: Klark-Teknik DN360; Klark-Teknik DN410 (parametric)
Compressor/Limiters: dbx 903; Valley Dynamite
Gates: dbx 900 Series 904
Headphones: Sennheiser HMD 224

MICROPHONES (HEADLINER ONLY)
Vocals: Beyer TGX580
Kick: Sampled EMU drum pad; D-Drum II head
Concert Toms: Beyer M420
Rack Toms: Beyer 201
Floor Toms: Beyer TGX580
Overheads: Beyer MC740
Hand Top: Beyer 201
Hand Bottom: Beyer TGX580
High Hat: AKG 460
Guitar (custom isolation chamber): Beyer MC740; Sennheiser 409; AKG D12
Bass: Showco direct box; Beyer TGX480 and TGX580

SEEN FACTOR, LONG ISLAND CITY, NY
Headline Act: Bad Company
Support Act: Damn Yankees
Dates: Nov. 5 — Dec. 17
Region: U.S.A. Tour

PERSONNEL
House Mixer: Bill Fertig
Monitor Mixer: Russ Sladek
Support Act House Mixer: Night Bob (independent)
Support Act Monitor Mixer: Randy Brown
Other Technicians: Mike Franz
Rigger: See Factor crew

CONSOLES
House: Midas Pro40, 34x12x2; Midas Pro40, 24x12x2
Monitor: Midas Pro40, 36x16

Mark Herman is the president of Hi-Tech Audio Systems, a sound reinforcement equipment rental company based in Half Moon Bay, CA.
AMPLIFIERS
Main FOH: Crest 4001
Lows/Subs: Crest 4001
Monitors: Crest 4001, Crown PSA-2
Sidefills: Crest 4001

MAIN LOUDSPEAKER CABINETS
Model: (48) Meyer MSL-3, Meyer M3T crossover
Model: (2) Meyer UPA (frontfill); Meyer M1A crossover

SUBWOOFER CABINETS
Model: (20) Meyer 650; Meyer B2 crossover

ONSTAGE CABINETS (HEADLINER ONLY)
Model: (8) See Factor ASR 1x15; BSS 310 crossover
Model: (4) Meyer MSL-3 (side fills); Meyer M3T crossover
Model: (2) Meyer 650 (side fills); Meyer B2 crossover
Model: Meyer UPA & USW (drum fills); Meyer M1A, B2 crossovers

MISC. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
Flying System: See Factor Proprietary
Truck Pack: (5) MSL-3s across; 650 subs on top
House Snake: (4) Belden 250-foot 24-pair
Multi-pair Connectors: AMP QL
FOH Speaker Connectors: Cannon EP-4
Splitter: 48-channel, 3-way transformers

FOH ELECTRONICS (HEADLINER ONLY)
Equalizers: Industrial Research Products
Effects: Eventide H3000; Lexicon PCM70;
Lexicon Super Prime Time; Ursa Major
Compressor/Limiters: dbx 160-X, Valley People Gain Brain-Il2
Gates: BSS 504
Analyzer: Klark-Teknik DN60
CD Player: Panasonic
DAT Machine: Sharp

Cassette Machine: Tascam 122

ONSTAGE SIGNAL PROCESSING (HEADLINER ONLY)
Equalizers: Klark-Teknik DN360
Compressor/Limiters: (8) dbx 900 Series 903
Gates: (4) dbx 900 Series 904

MICROPHONES (HEADLINER ONLY)
Wireless Vocals: Nady 700 with Shure Beta 58, Shure Beta 58
Background Vocals: Crown Diverdor 310
Kick: AKG D112
Rack Toms: Ramsa
Floor Toms: Ramsa
Overheads: AKG 460
Snare Top: Shure SM57
Snare Bottom: AKG 460
High Hat: AKG 460
Guitar No. 1: Crown PZM GPB30
Guitar No. 2: Crown PZM GPB30
Bass: EV RE-20; direct box
Direct Boxes: Countryman

STUDIO QUALITY
Direct-To-Disk Audio Editing on PC/AT's with MicroSound™

- 2 or 4-track analog 16-bit A/D and 18-bit D/A 64x8x oversampling converters
- Direct-digital transfers to/from DAT or CD
- Windows 3.0 based graphic waveform editor
- Record from 8KHz to 48KHz rates
- Rearrange segments in any order using crossfading or butt-splicing for linear arrangements playing in real-time
- Disk-Layering™ will mix overlapped segments with unique fade/gain settings, from up to 20 files to play 4, 6, 8...32-track simultaneous mixes
- Zoom from sample level to track-hours to make edits (undoable anytime)
- Hear edits using Play mark, Scrub, Audition and more
- SMPTE/MIDI Chase-Lock to incoming timecode, locking and playing within 1 second
- Overdubbing optional
- Ready-to-use MicroSound™ WorkStations also available

156 Wind Chime Court
Raleigh, NC 27619
Phone: (919) 870-0344
Fax: (919) 870-7163

Micro Technology Unlimited
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A large and comprehensive patchbay fills out the right end, although it can be mounted externally to allow the fitting of additional input modules. The meter bridge has mechanical VU meters displaying group outputs 1-32, the eight aux masters, the three stereo masters and a phase meter.

Several unique design topologies exist in this console that are worthy of further description. The mic pre-amp is of a padless design; rather than using the typical 20dB pad switch, this pre has a large gain adjustment range of +2dB to +70dB. This avoids any possible noise or sonic degradation caused by padding resistors before the pre-amp input. The pre-amp can take +4 inputs without risk of overload. Soundcraft does this by following the mic pre with an additional gain stage and by using a dual-gain control pot to adjust each stage in tandem.

The EQ section has four bands, the two middle bands being fully parametric with adjustable Q or bandwidth. The low-frequency band has a switch to select between bell or shelving curves. The high band is sweepable shelving only, with a range of 1.2kHz to 20kHz.

I mention this because the high-mid band allows a bell curve to reach only 11kHz. It would be nice to get a bell curve to go higher, even to 20kHz. The low band starts at 20Hz, and all the bands have a large amount of overlap. Maximum boost and cut is 15dB for all sections. It is a nice touch that when any band is at its center detent, it is switched out of the circuit path. This helps lower noise and keeps the frequency response flat.

Each input and group/monitor module has a full-featured noise gate. Attack, decay, threshold and depth are continuously variable. A hold function is internally set at 10ms to prevent "chatter" when using fast attack and decay times. A key input is provided at line input B, and the high and low filters can be switched into the key sidechain.

Eight aux sends are provided with another unique twist: When the RTG switch is pushed, auxes 7 and 8 can be routed to groups 25 to 32, providing another eight post-fader sends during mixdown. Add to that the two extra stereo sends and you have up to 20 sends accessible at mixdown.

ACTIVE PAN POT

Another unique feature of this console is Soundcraft’s active pan pot. By buffering the mix bus resistors with op-amps, a

Jim Williams is the owner of Audio Upgrades, a component-level upgrade design and consulting service based in Los Angeles.
lower impedance is fed to the stereo bus, resulting in reduced noise and crosstalk. Soundcraft's active panning follows a sine/cosine type of movement, which results in a pan that is smooth from left to right. Soundcraft achieves this by using positive and negative feedback in the design of the panning buffers, a clever design feature.

Because the fader panel is separately mounted, any number of moving fader or VCA automation packages can be easily retrofitted. There is plenty of room underneath to fit power and data cabling, and the fader panel is wide enough to fit the fader and automation card without feeling cramped. Because of a large number of electronic FET switches in this console, the capability exists to tie many of these switches to the automation control.

The group/monitor module is laid out like the input module, minus the mic preamp and routing matrix. Monitoring can be switched between the group outputs, tape or line inputs. A nice feature is the Tape+Group switch. This allows the artist or engineer to monitor the tape playback and input source mixed together before the punch-in point. Once the recorder is punched in, the tape machine switches out tape playback and only the input source remains.

Soundcraft has taken this concept a step further by including an optically isolated switch. If master record logic from the recorder is tied to the opto switch, punching in will switch the monitoring from group to tape automatically, allowing the artist to play along to the tape before the punch-in point.

The master section contains all of the stereo mix masters, the aux masters, four effects returns, soloing fuctions, phones selects, talkback, 2-track returns, and speaker switches and controls. The control room feeds include main, alternate and close-field speaker outputs. Monitoring sources include three 2-track returns, CD player, two external inputs and a cassette return with levels set for -10dBv consumer levels. Because of the careful design of the switches, you can make 2-track to DAT or cassette copies without concern of leakage or crosstalk to the multitrack.

**BALANCED BUSING**

This brings up what I feel to be the most important feature of this console: The balanced bus. Balanced busing differs from standard busses in that the balanced bus has two bus lines to mix instead of just one. Like a balanced mic, the balanced bus has positive and negative lines, which do a good job of canceling out unwanted hums and buzzes. They also have the benefit of reducing capacitive crosstalk or leakage and provide an additional 3dB improvement in noise levels over the standard "single-ended" bus.

Unlike some other consoles, every bus in the 3200 is a true floating balanced bus; the stereo mix, group mixes, auxiliaries, everything. The intermodulation between channels is virtually non-existent, giving greater clarity and detail during complicated mixes. The extra circuitry required to achieve balanced buses is small, although they do need double the runs on the master board bus, which can use up a lot of bus board real estate. More console manufacturers should employ balanced buses, simply because it is the single-best development in console design in the last 10 years.

**LAB TESTS**

So how does it spec out? Well, pretty damn good overall. This is really a test of two boards, both installed in the L.A. area. I thought checking out both might add some interesting insights.

---

*Figure 1. Frequency response, line input to main mix: solid line left, dashed line right.*

*Figure 2. Phase shift vs. frequency: line-in to main mix out.*
The first console is installed at Hans Zimmer Studio and has been modified with additional group aux sends. Its patchbay has been externally mounted and an additional 12 input modules have been fitted into the freed-up space on the right side.

The second 3200 has just been installed at Scott Page's new studio, The Arena. This is a stock 36x32 model with an onboard patchbay. The test rig used in both cases is the Audio Precision System One.

The first tests completed were frequency-response sweeps. Tests were made for line and mic inputs to main and group outputs and were consistent, regardless of whether mic or line inputs were used. A typical sweep is shown in Figure 1. Low-end response is down about 0.5dB at 20Hz, and the high end is 3dB down at about 150kHz. The extended high-frequency response is a big improvement over earlier Soundcraft models, such as the TS-24, the TS-12 and the 8000.

This extra high end proves its worth in the phase vs. frequency plot in Figure 2. Phase shift (or group delay) is linear with frequency, and the minor amount of shift ensures that the high and low end will arrive at the same time, resulting in a clear top and a tight bottom end.

Figure 3 plots SMPTE intermodulation distortion vs. amplitude. It is interesting to note that the distortion tests appear to do better while driving the bus harder. This is because the analyzer measures distortion plus noise and the noise falls off at higher levels. Real THD is probably about 0.004%.

Figure 4 plots the main mix bus noise level vs. frequency. Although the noise is quite low, a 60Hz hum harmonic shows up at the -95dB level. It is probably not the console itself but rather its installed wiring and grounding. Nevertheless, it is still inaudible in practical operation.

Figures 5 and 6 show off the benefits of balanced buses and their impressive crosstalk specs. Figure 5, the main mix, has crosstalk in the -80dB to -90dB range. In Figure 6, the groups 1 and 2 have crosstalk in the -110dB range — the best I have ever measured in a recording console. The reason the groups spec better than the stereo mix is because the group sends don't route through a pan pot. The close mounting of the left and right elements in the pan pot allows for a small amount of signal to leak across. All consoles should employ this balanced topology, because

The 3200 returns to a classic split format, rather than the in-line style used by other manufacturers.

Without knowing it, you may have been using Phase Shifters!

Most of today's equalizers shift the phase badly.

The new Intercity AEF1 is a complementary phase parametric equalizer that ventures into new territories of sound.

7 Band/Dual Channel
(15 Band/Single Channel also available)

Specially designed filter and "PARASUM" network circuitry enable the AEF1 to achieve minimum phase shift and no coloration.

Dynamic Range: 120dB (Normal operating conditions, all filters in)
T.H.D.: Less than 0.008% at 4dBm

With the AEF1 you are ready for the "20 bit Digital Era" to come. Write or Fax today for more information.
it doesn't require much additional circuitry — just double the number of bus lines to implement.

Now, for a closer look at the padless mic pre-amp. Figure 7 plots dynamic intermodulation distortion vs. amplitude at the +2 dB gain setting. DIM is a punishing test for circuitry that uses a lot of negative feedback, as does this mic pre. Once the level climbs out of the noise floor, the DIM reads at about 0.002%, which is quite respectable.

Figure 8 plots the mic pre's noise vs. frequency at +2 dB and +70 dB gains. I was not able to meet Soundcraft's published spec of -128 dB EIN with a 150Ω resistive source. This is probably because both 3200 consoles had rather long snakes wired to the mic inputs, a fact that might have affected the distortion as well as noise at the high gain settings.

Because I couldn't access the mic inputs directly at the patchbay, I can't put much meaning into the results. One last important spec for the mic pre is the common mode rejection ratio. This tells how well the mic pre "cancels out" any noise that might be picked up by the cable. CMRR measured -75 dB across the entire spectrum, meaning that the mic pre cancels out noise picked up by the cable 75 dB.

**HOW IT SOUNDS**

Well, how does it sound? Before I answer that, I'd like to say that although specs can't tell you how something sounds, they do allow you to qualify it and they can help in determining whether problems exist. This isn't the kind of equipment you can take home for a test drive, so a potential buyer has to rely on reputation, experience and, of course, the specs. This is even more apparent with a product like the 3200, which is so new there just isn't anyone out there to talk to about it (unless you talk to a salesperson, and you already know what they're going to say about it).

My impression when I first saw this console was, "How did you get this damn thing through the door?" This thing is big, about 12 feet long. When I saw the massive supports I realized how the 3200 got the name "Bigfoot." The frame is long but it does hold 68 to 80 modules. The large number of line inputs make the 3200 an ideal choice for MIDI mix suites, where you don't need a lot of redundant mic pre's. However, not too many MIDI control rooms can fit this console in because of the length.

At Hans Zimmer Studio, this is the case, so the console sits in the main room doing post-production work to screen, not the control room. At The Arena, the existing control room can barely hold it, necessitating the construction of a larger
MASTER AUDIO FUNDAMENTALS IN TWO DAYS.

"The Technical Fundamentals of Audio"  
A new and innovative seminar program. Designed to help you acquire specific skills in the fundamental areas of audio.

Go home with the knowledge and confidence to communicate with specialists in many related fields. "The Technical Fundamentals of Audio" focuses on the fundamentals of audio as they apply to fields including: recording, broadcasting, film sound, reinforcement, concert sound, musical sound, intercom and telephony, public address and high fidelity.

Each seminar participant receives a detailed manual, presenting the concepts taught clearly and completely with real-life examples to help illustrate the material.

The teaching staff—Tom Bouliane, Bob Bushnell and Ted Uzzle—have more than 75 years of combined professional audio industry experience and are noted authors and lecturers. Their backgrounds include consulting, manufacturing, recording, broadcasting, film sound and contracting.

Who should attend?  
This class is for anyone who wants to acquire the basic skills needed to understand audio fundamentals. Topics include:

- The effects of passive electronic components (capacitors, transformers, etc.) on audio frequencies.
- The hearing mechanism and its psychoacoustical characteristics.
- Plus, the elementary physics of sound and architectural acoustics.

Each class begins on Friday morning and works through an evening session Friday night. Then it begins again Saturday morning, and concludes after lunch.

Atlanta, GA. . . . . . . February 22-23  
San Francisco, CA. . . . . March 1-2  
Chicago, IL. . . . . . . . April 5-6  
New York, NY. . . . . . April 19-20  
Minneapolis, MN. . . . . May 3-4

This is a "first-come, first-served" opportunity. Seating is limited, and advance registration is required. The cost for this rigorous but complete course is just $395 and includes tuition, manual and other class materials, two breakfasts, two lunches and three refreshment breaks. Payment can be made by cash, check or major credit card. For a seminar brochure, or to register, write, fax or call Jenny Staton at:

FAX: 405-340-4936  
PHONE: 405-340-3932  
Box 481, Edmond, OK 73083

Continuing Education Programs
control room in the future.

Just as the tests would show, this desk has a clear and open sound. Each section holds its own without any weak or funny-sounding parts. The mic pre sounds as good as the line in, and the comments from the engineers included “clear,” “un-colored” and “neutral.” There is no change in sound or noise when the EQ is switched in, and because the internal operating level is set at -2dBu, there’s plenty of headroom to boot.

Running a DAT through the line-in to mix-out was indistinguishable from a 2-track return patch. Even when clipping an input module, no leakage could be heard with the control room turned full up. The EQ section had lots of control, with the exception of no bell response above 1kHz.

Listening to the movie soundtrack of “Black Rain” at Hans Zimmer Studio was a real experience. This soundtrack has extreme low and high frequencies, and on the 3kW Quested multichannel playback speakers with 22-inch subwoofers, it really let the “Bigfoot” show off its stuff! Movie mixing is a natural with this console, because of the 6-channel mix capabilities provided.

If there is any nitpicking to be done, it would be about noise. There is some noise in the main mix bus, as well as the mic pre amp at higher gains. For all you “chip-a-holics” out there, this baby is loaded with lots of quiet 5532 op-amps and quite a few TL072s, which I consider pretty noisy. The mic pre front ends and the hybrid sum amps both use the TL072, and Soundcraft has elected to use 2N4403 switching transistors in these noise-critical sections as well.

I would suggest Soundcraft check out some of the excellent low-noise transistors available from Japanese manufacturers, as they are inexpensive and have proved to vastly reduce noise in other Soundcraft models, such as the TS-24, when retrofitted.

If you’re in the market for a large, clean and highly functional console without a built-in TV, and you don’t want to spend more than $100,000, check out the “Bigfoot.” You may be pleasantly surprised.
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Acknowledgements: Thanks to Jay Rifkin at Hans Zimmer Studio, and Scott Page and Ken Hirsh at The Arena for the loan of their studio time, and to Bill Threlkeld of Soundcraft/BL for technical schematics and manuals.
By Laurel Cash-Jones

SAVE FOR THE FUTURE

If you’re old enough to still own those items known as 78s, 45s, acetate reference discs, or even some 1950s-1970s original 33 1/3 vinyl antiques, you know they won’t be coming out on CD in the near, or even distant, future.

As luck would have it, Esoteric Sound has come to your rescue with its Professional Restoration Turntable. It features six switch-selectable speeds of 33 1/3, 45, 71.29, 76.59, 78.26 and 80 rpm for accurate reproduction of almost every type of modern and vintage recording in existence. And because you need different types of needles to play these various types of black frisbees, a variety of user-changeable headshells is available.

Among its other modern features are pitch control for the direct drive motor, an S-shaped tone arm, adjustable tracking and anti-skating force and a solenoid braking system. The turntable operates from 120Vac or 240Vac at 50Hz or 60Hz. There is even an XLR lamp outlet on the deck plate, and a built-in holder for a spare headshell.

The suggested retail price of $375 seems pretty reasonable considering all that you are getting. However, there is one question: Why not make a straight-line tracking version for more modern types of records, which would more closely approximate the cutting lathe and stylus placement?
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ARCHIVING QUESTIONS

While you are delirious because you have found the answer to transferring that warehouse full of stuff you have, you must now consider the difficult question that continues to plague us. What do you put it on?

Good question. I have a few answers from the Tokyo Audio Fair. It seems that DAT is big in Japan. And DAT has made its presence felt in this country in the professional market. However, there are still questions as to whether DAT will be accepted before it becomes as obsolete as a car stereo that plays 45s. With this in mind, you might spend many days or even years transferring stuff with loving care only to find that DAT is no longer the format of choice and you need to transfer it all again to something else.

Philips’ new format, the Digital Audio Compact Cassette, places digitally encoded information on an analog cassette-sized tape, using a fixed head and allowing compatibility with the current mechanism. A few years ago, the Sony PCM F-1 digital processor offered a relatively inexpensive way to store many hours of digital audio on standard video cassettes. This still makes a very good way to archive stuff, but you must watch out for the 44.056 sample rate if you need to transfer it to anything else.

If you have decided to go to DAT regardless of future consequences, you may wish to look into the Sony consumer decks, which have a second speed, such as the DTC75 ES or the DTC 700. However, this speed is not without its drawbacks, such as a reduced bit rate (12) and a lower sample rate (32kHz), but it is a convenient way to store lower-quality and reduced-bandwidth material.

One interesting new product that may be a very good and inexpensive way to store vast amounts of PCM digital audio (like the Sony F-1) was presented by Matsushita. Under the Panasonic name (and with no pricing or marketing plans yet available), a prototype of an SVHS machine with PCM digital audio recording capability was shown. With this machine, you could conceivable record six hours of digital audio for the price of a VHS cassette.

DAT TO GO

Back on the DAT front, portable units are hot in Japan. In fact, the Aiwa HD-S1 is believed to be responsible for 30% of all the portable units sold to date, with a good portion of them being shipped to the States via the gray market.

However, very soon, it will have some stiff competition from Denon, Kenwood, JVC and Sony. As of this writing, the Winter CES show is a few weeks away. Next month’s column will detail the latest developments that will affect us in the pro world.

Laurel Cash-Jones is R\*E*P’s editorial consultant and a Los Angeles-based freelance writer.
TAC B₂ mixing console
The B₂ is a 4-bus console designed for smaller sound reinforcement and video post-production applications. It features electronically balanced inputs, busing and outputs; 4-band semi-parametric EQ; six discrete aux sends; and four stereo effects returns. Video post-production versions are available with both serial and parallel AVF interfaces to video edit controllers. Mounting rails enable the console to be rack-mounted or used as a drop-through into studio furniture.
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Yamaha PC4002M power amp
The PC4002M delivers 700W/channel into 4Ω, has a 10Hz-to-50kHz frequency response, ±1dB, and features less than 0.005% THD. A pair of illuminated peak reading peak-power level meters provides a visual indication of the remaining headroom. Specially selected decibel-calibrated detented potentiometers give predictable and repeatable attenuation settings. A clip indicator lights when output distortion on the corresponding channel exceeds 1%. The PC4002M features twin power supplies and transformers and has a separate power supply for the input stage.
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Dynacord PCA Series amps
The PCA Series of processor-controlled power amps features DSP technology. Other features include a built-in processor and limiter and a Thermal Brain Circuit, which provides extra loudspeaker protection. Models available include the PCA 2250, a 2x250W RMS 4Ω amp; the 2450, a 2x400 RMS 4Ω amp; and a 2544, a 4-channel, adjustable 2-way stereo, 3-way mono + monitor or 4-way switchable second-order Linkwitz Riley crossover to permit the configuration of active multi-way systems without the need for external crossovers.
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Turbosound TMS-5 enclosure
The TMS-5 full range, 3-way enclosure is designed for venues where a small, unobtrusive, flown enclosure with the capability to produce high SPLs is needed. A reconfigurable mid/high section allows for vertical or horizontal operation. The unit incorporates a 12-inch LF driver and a 10-inch MF driver, both loaded with patented TurboBass devices; and a 1-inch HF driver, loaded with a custom flare. A TSW-121 subwoofer provides full, dynamic sound and a physical LF effect. List price is $2,250.
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Otari MTR-15 recorder
The MTR-15 2-track recorder comes with 12.5-inch reels and is available with an optional chase synchronizer for post-production applications. A 1/4-inch center-track time-code version of the MTR-15 is capable of recording and reproducing SMPTE/EBU time code. Other features include a plug-in head assembly, which enables easy conversion between 1/2-inch and 1/4-inch 2-track formats; and a versatile design suitable for rack-mounting or floor stand console configuration with meterbridge.
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Audio-Technica PRO 37R mic
The PRO 37R remote-powered cardioid condenser mic features a 30Hz-to-15,000Hz frequency response, -41dBm sensitivity and 141dB SPL maximum input at 1% THD. It can be powered with any phantom supply of 9V to 52V dc. The mic, which is enclosed in a rugged housing with a low-reflectance matte finish, is 3.9 inches long and weighs 2.1 ounces. A foam wind screen and a protective carrying case are included.
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Allen & Heath Spectrum Series consoles
The Spectrum Series of consoles provides direct MIDI control and uses A&H’s V-4 software, which includes a self-contained on-board sequencer. All models feature six aux buses and a dedicated stereo cue bus. All input modules have individual source switch selection between mic, line and tape inputs. Tape input and output levels may be externally switched for +4 or -10 operation. The Spectrum 16, which is intended for 8- and 16-track recording, supports up to 40-line inputs during mixdown; the Spectrum 32 can simultaneously record up to 32 discrete tracks. List price is $8,900.
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Illbruck ProSPEC barriers and composites
The ProSPEC line of acoustical barrier and composite materials are designed for applications where transmission loss and noise reduction are required. ProSPEC Barrier is a loaded 1 pound/square foot vinyl sheathing with a polyester webbing core so the material can be grommeted, stapled, nailed or screwed. ProSPEC Acoustical Foam is a 1-inch polyether foam with a polyurethane film facing and a pressure-sensitive adhesive backing. ProSPEC Composite consists of a vinyl barrier between 1-inch polyether foam with a polyurethane film facing and a 1/4-inch foam decoupler with pressure-sensitive backing.
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Mitsubishi CS-1 synchronizer
The CS-1 internal chase synchronizer allows users to chase lock to any time code source, video or film in ±50ms or ±1/8 of a subframe, which is eight times more accurate than an external synchronizer. The CS-1 will hold a digital recorder in time-code lock to any video or film source at variable speeds. It can lock to any master transport, whether it provides only time code or time code, tach and direction pulses. The CS-1 also refines electronic editing between two Mitsubishi X-880s for 64-track recording.
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Yamaha AD2X A/D converter
The AD2X 2-channel A/D converter with digital floating technology provides 19-bit
linear conversion resolution and 0.018% THD. It offers 48kHz and 44.1kHz sample rates with a front-panel indicator and back-panel selector. The AD2X has a delayed auto-reset feature that automatically recalibrates the entire system after approximately 10 minutes of warm-up time. The analog inputs are electronically balanced with greater than 20kΩ input impedance. Input level is from a nominal +4dBm to a maximum of +23.5dBm. Digital outputs are in AES/EBU, S/PDIF and Yamaha Y2 formats. Suggested retail price is $1,695.
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JBL Control Micro loudspeaker system

The Control Micro loudspeaker and Control SB Micro subwoofer are designed for applications with limited space. The loudspeaker features a distortion-free single transducer, spring-loaded connectors that will accept standard dual banana connectors, and magnetic shielding of the speaker to allow placement in close proximity to computer and video equipment. The subwoofer features a dual chamber bass-pass design to smoothly extend bass response to below 40Hz. The dual voice coil LF transducer uses a single 8-inch long-throw transducer with dual 38mm voice coils.
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Apogee Sound SSM loudspeaker system

The SSM is a compact, high output, wide-bandwidth speaker system intended for front audience fill and monitor applications. It is comprised of two 4½-inch high excursion woofers and one 1-inch titanium dome tweeter. Power handling is 200W continuous and 800W peak; output at these power levels is 112dB and 118dB, respectively. Frequency response is 80Hz to 25kHz, ±3dB. The SSM is designed to be used in conjunction with the SSM processor, which provides fixed equalization points, peak and RMS limiting circuitry and time-domain alignment for the driver elements. Circle (115) on Rapid Facts Card

Marshall Electronics TEF

The Thermodynamic Electret Film (TEF) is a voltage-generating electret foil that can operate as a condenser mic, electrostatic headphone, contact mic and heat sensor. The TEF generates a voltage when
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subjected to a change in temperature or to mechanical strain caused by acoustic waves, vibration or direct contact. The material can also work in reverse by using an alternating voltage to cause it to act as a transducer. The film is aluminized on both sides and becomes active when a shielded cable is attached. In small quantities, the TEF is 50 cents per square inch. 
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Sonic Solutions Sonic FX effects processor
The Sonic FX digital effects processor harnesses the power of four DSP chips to generate effects without external equipment. It consists of a processing card compatible with Macintosh II's NuBus and software modules from Sonic Solutions. (Sonic Solutions is planning to release software modules for the processor, including a 31-band FIR graphic EQ, Designer Reverberation and Real-Time Time Squeeze/Stretch, which will be available for less than $2,000.) List price of the Sonic FX is $3,500.
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Audio Kinetics software
The new emulation software for the ES.Lock control and synchronization prod-

“"The Hollywood Edge ... the best sound effects library, without a doubt!”"

Oliver Stone, Director
(Born on the Fourth of July, Platoon)

Listen for yourself—If you buy sound effects for your company, Call us for a free Premiere Edition demo disc.

Call 800-292-3755 In CA 213-466-6723
7060 Hollywood Boulevard, Suite 700, Hollywood, CA 90028
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“"The Hollywood Edge ... the best sound effects library, without a doubt!”"

Oliver Stone, Director
(Born on the Fourth of July, Platoon)

Listen for yourself—If you buy sound effects for your company, Call us for a free Premiere Edition demo disc.

Call 800-292-3755 In CA 213-466-6723
7060 Hollywood Boulevard, Suite 700, Hollywood, CA 90028
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ucts enables the 1.11 synchronizer to work with any machine controller capable of using the Sony serial command protocol. This will enable video editors to drive the 1.11s and will suit any application where audio or film transports might be used in conjunction with a video editing system. Digital workstations, such as the SSL mainframe, which are able to drive transports using Sony serial, can also be tied into a 1.11-based control system.
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Peavey 3680 sound reinforcement console

The Performance Series 3680 console features a S/N spec of the input stage of –133dB while maintaining 60dB of gain. A monocoque chassis construction supplies resistance to flexing of the chassis mainframe. Each of the 36 channels occupies its own mini chassis from the input to the 100mm fader; each channel may also be removed separately. An active-balanced input circuit offers 100dB of common mode rejection. Gold-plated connection contacts provide quiet operation.
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Yamaha DMC1000 digital console

The DMC1000 is a digital console with 14 input channels and eight monitor input channels, which can be mixed onto the stereo bus. All channel parameters are automated and static scenes of all console parameters may be stored onto a RAM card and instantly recalled. The on-board time code-referenced computer stores its automation data to an internal 3.5-inch floppy disk drive. Bus outputs, channel and monitor inputs appear in Yamaha, S-DIF2 and Pro-Digi formats; channel inputs and program buses appear in an AES/EBU format for direct interface with D2 video recorders.
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At Last... Studio-Quality Sound On Location!

Unit includes all features required for the location recordist. (Eliminates the need for extra cables and "black boxes.")

Professional Audio Mixer CS 106 + 1 has an audio path as clean and quiet as the best studio mixers. Yet, it’s light and rugged – ideal for all locations.

- Optional 7th channel or stereo input channel with m/s decoder.
- Internal or external power – low consumption.
- Jensen input and output transformers.
- True ppm or vu analog metering.
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At Last... Studio-Quality Sound On Location!

Unit includes all features required for the location recordist. (Eliminates the need for extra cables and "black boxes.")

Professional Audio Mixer CS 106 + 1 has an audio path as clean and quiet as the best studio mixers. Yet, it’s light and rugged – ideal for all locations.

- Optional 7th channel or stereo input channel with m/s decoder.
- Internal or external power – low consumption.
- Jensen input and output transformers.
- True ppm or vu analog metering.
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Holds Up On The Road

Type 85 FET Direct Box
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COOPER ∘ SOUND
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COUNTRYMAN ASSOCIATES INC.

417 STANFORD AVE. - REDWOOD CITY, CA. 94063 - PHONE 415-364-9988
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Hardware and Software Updates

Soundcraft 3200 leasing option
Soundcraft is now leasing the GML Moving Fader system to increase the performance potential of the 3200 recording console. Film composer Hans Zimmer, who recently purchased a 3200, will be the first to use the program.
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True Image MacSpeakerz 1.5 version
The 1.5 version of the MacSpeakerz loudspeaker design application for the Macintosh calculates and displays the frequency response of any loudspeaker driver/box combination and gives the corresponding enclosure dimension for that response; the vent dimensions are displayed for vented enclosures. A large library of loudspeaker drivers is provided and can be expanded to include new drivers. Families of response curves can be created using the 10 memories; this application enables you to print reports on the finished enclosure that lists the driver and box parameters and frequency plots for that driver.
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Northstar Hollywood Edge sound effects library
The Hollywood Edge Premiere Edition sound effects library is now available for use with the E-mu Emulator III. The accuracy of the original samples has been maintained by digitally transferring the library throughDigitech Sound Tools at 44.1kHz and by using digital equalization and filtering. The library is contained on two CD-ROMs or two magneto-optical cartridges (EFX 1 and EFX 2); each disk contains more than 560Mbytes of data. There are more than 1,800 samples and 4,000 presets on a total of 181 banks. The samples offer rapid search and sample loading when coupled with Emu's Front Panel Librarian.
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Micro Technology Unlimited Microeditor
The Microeditor is a Microsoft Windows 3.0 version of the Microsound-AT hard disk audio recorder and visual editing system. New features include instant track editing, universal 64-track layering with automated digital mixing, up to three track-hours, CD/DAT/sampler digital I/O option, extensive context-sensitive on-screen help, digital crossfade, real-time fading, scrub play, enhanced sample-level visual editing facilities, graphical EDL with snap-to-gridline positioning and creation of up to 2,000 edited tracks without additional mass storage requirements.
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Soundcraft Delta 8 console
The Delta 8 is an 8-bus mixing console designed for 8- and 16-track recording. Its classic split format is completely modular and offers eight groups with a choice of 20, 28 or 36 input channels. Mono input facilities include six independent aux sends; a 4-band EQ section with two swept mid-bands and high-pass filter, and phase reverse switches. The stereo input module features the Stereo Width control, which provides the ability to continuously vary the range of the stereo image. Master Module facilities now include a second 2-track tape return for use with additional stereo machines.
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Microtech 10 memory upgrades
Microtech has announced the availability of five new memory and mass storage products that extend the capabilities of the Macintosh Classic computer. The lo-3 provides 3Mbytes of memory; the lo-1 is a 1Mbyte board that can be expanded to 1.5Mbytes; and the 26ic, 50ic and 100ic Europa internal hard drives feature access times as low as 17ms and provide formatted capacities of 20.5Mbytes, 50.2Mbytes and 101.1Mbytes, respectively.
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T.C. Electronic 1128 software enhancement
The TC 1128 graphic EQ spectrum analyzer now features a software enhancement that allows real-time control over MIDI using MIDI controller commands. The 1128 is capable of full volume control over MIDI. Sequencer automation of the audio volume level from the front panel gain setting, ±12dB, to full mute is now possible. The 1128 offers 10kHz-to-100kHz bandwidth, 110dB dynamic range, balanced XLR in/out, low cut/high cut filters, bypass relay, 0.002% distortion and 100 presets.
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TAC Bullet input module
The Bullet compact range of pro audio mixing consoles has been upgraded with a new mono input module, which is now fitted to all consoles as a standard. The B1018 features six discrete aux sends arranged as four mono sends from two dual concentric pots, plus a stereo send. The B1018 also features balanced mic and line inputs with pad, phase reverse and +48V phantom, a 4-band semi-parametric EQ, and routing to either four or eight buses via a 10mm long-thumb fader and channel panpot.
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E-mu Systems Emix II enhancements
All Emix IIs, including rack and keyboard 2Mbyte versions, now come standard with stereo sampling at no extra charge. This feature provides true phase coherency, 64× oversampling, digital phase-linear anti-aliasing filters and automatic A/D conversion calibration. E-mu has also doubled the internal RAM memory of Turbo Emix IIs to 8Mbytes at no extra charge. Both rack and keyboard Emix II 4Mbyte versions have been reduced by $400 and all 2Mbyte RAM Memory Expansion kits have been reduced by 42%.
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Studer Editech Dyaxis update
Three improvements have been made to the Dyaxis hard disk digital recording and editing system. The digital EQ function provides several windows to allow for varying degrees of control, including real-time equalization and level control; EQ windows are the parametric EQ, graphic EQ and gain control. The new cut/copy/paste function allows information to be transferred between different mix windows quicker and easier. The 2+2 track window allows multichannel playback and with the new Type-in editor feature, users may now change any of the time fields by typing directly into them.
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JBL rigging hardware available
JBL's Concert Series rigging hardware is now available for general distribution. It is designed with a special bolt that goes through the pan fitting and a steel plate on the inside, increasing the right-angle pull of the system, and thus alleviating the right-angle pull from coming loose.
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Audio-Technica PRO 4C mic

The PRO 4C cardioid condenser mic is specifically designed for close-up vocal use. It encloses a condenser element inside a ball-type multistage protective screen to reduce wind noise and popping when performers work extremely close. The mic offers a 50Hz-to-18,000Hz frequency response, −60dBm sensitivity, and handles up to 130dB SPL input.
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Otari Premiere console

The Premiere console is fully compatible with both sprocket-driven and tape-based machines. Each input module features dual line inputs, fully sweepable high and low pass filters, 4-channel panning with precise divergence control and eight aux sends with independent level controls and mutes. An integrated machine control and comprehensive monitor system computerization allow each engineer on a multiple operator-configured console to have monitoring access and machine control of any number of tape record tracks. The Diskmix 3/Film Moving Fader Automation provides fader and mute automation and switch automation on each input module.
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Media

1991 DAR SoundStation product guide

The 12-page, color 1991 SoundStation Product Guide is now available from Digital Audio Research. The booklet provides a comprehensive overview of the features and capabilities of DAR's SoundStation digital audio production system, including recent system enhancements and product options. The "how-to" guide features graphics and photos of the console, an application section reviews the varied uses of SoundStation, and users at top facilities explain their reasons for choosing DAR systems.
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Studio Pro Catalog

The Studio Pro Catalog features a selection of hard-to-find professional studio paraphernalia for recording studios, musicians and producers. Published by First House Press, the catalog offers a variety of studio products, instructional books and videotapes, all discounted 10% to 50%.
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Cliff Electronics corporate brochure, catalogs

Cliff Electronics' corporate brochure offers seven reasons to consider the company for your next project. Its catalog provides complete product documentation on jack sockets, connectors, cabinet hardware and other audio products for all specification needs.
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Recording Industry Management CD

The Recording Industry Management Department at Middle Tennessee State University has released the RIMusic 8 CD, which contains the NARAS award-winning recording, "Indecision," as well as 17 other outstanding student projects.
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Audio Processing Technology CD

Audio Processing Technology has produced a specially recorded CD to demonstrate the sonic transparency and undetectable operation of its apt-X 100 Music Coding System. The CD contains 16 musical sections, each of which is repeated four times; the first version serves as a non-coded reference and any of the following three versions may or may not have been processed through the apt-X 100 encode/decode cycle, so listeners can determine for themselves the quality of the digital audio data compression system.
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Newark electronics catalog

Newark Electronics has published its 1,280-page electronics Catalog III, which contains complete technical information and dimensions on more than 100,000 products from 250 manufacturers. Catalog features include a 16-page, 4-color product section, an easy-to-understand "how-to" section for using the catalog, an expanded surface-mount devices section and an indexed premises wiring products section.
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Custom Reference Guide revision

Star Case Manufacturing has released its revised Custom Reference Guide on how to accurately design custom and standard cases. The guide includes a glossary of key words and phrases used in the case and packaging industry and in-depth explanations of case types, styles, options and related variations. It also provides information for estimating outside dimensions of cases and overall girth dimensions for freight criteria. Each guide is $3.
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TOA series of application notes

TOA presents its first Engineered Sound Application Note in an ongoing series of informational materials about its new engineered-sound products. The first Application Note introduces the basic functions and features of the product line; future notes will present application possibilities for using each product.
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BMI Application Note #220

Basic Measuring Instruments has released its Application Note #220, which describes how studio engineers can use PowerCoach education to solve power problems with electronic recording equipment. The note features a case study with information about the site's electrical environment, the group's monitoring procedures and the use of a graph to find the cause the problem and correct it.
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level specified the operating level at 

-10dBV (316mV), a consumer stereo stan-
dard. This is 10dB below 1.0V instead of 0.775V, and also assumes an unbalanced and higher impedance termination.

Consequently, sending a -10dBV signal through a box designed to bring -10dBV up to +4dBu by adding 14dB, balancing it and matching different impedances, will add about 2.2dB too much gain. The difference in level between a +4" device and most -" devices is actually 11.8dB, not 14dB, when all the variables are taken into consideration. Now you know the ugly truth.

Q: Why does one console sound radically different from another with similar specs or measurements?
A: Not a silly or simple question. Despite the fact that most spec sheets tell us frequency response is flat from dc to daylight, there are indeed discernable differences in the sound of different pieces of equipment: noise floor, headroom, various distortion components (THD, IMD, TIM), transformer or electronic balancing...

Design concept and component selection does, of course, play a significant role in the outcome. There are those who prefer to work on consoles with a more "discrete" design (few or no monolithic devices or ICs), such as the API consoles or the older Neve boards. Others require the use of large, elegant systems, which place a myriad of devices in the signal path, including digital logic gates and VCAs for automation. The response of the mic pre-amp and sound of the EQ play the largest part in the definition of a console's fidelity.

These definitions are largely determined by audible differences in transient response and phase response. Device selection plays a key role here. For example, the slew rate (a measure of how fast a device responds to large changes in level) of a 5534 op-amp found in many high-end boards is faster (read: better transient response) than that of a 4558 found in many of the small consoles designed for the home studio.

A console design with +15V rails is going to have inherently less headroom in its front end than one with +18V or greater. The way the EQ section works changes phase response by nature, lagging the highs or lows, depending on setting. Filter design is a whole field in itself. Suffice to say that different approaches produce varying phase responses and thereby sound differently even though they all measure "flat" 20Hz-20kHz.

Q: What is a true digital console?
A: Although there is no centrally agreed upon definition, a digital console is in basic form a number cruncher, a computer. Whether it inputs signal in a digital form and spits it out the same; takes in analog, converts it and crunches in bits; or uses digital to merely control the analog processing functions is clearly a battle being fought in the marketing trenches.

An analog console processes waveforms that are electronic analogues of physical waveforms (acoustic phenomena). A true digital console does none of that, save possibly the conversion from waveform to numbers. The hybrid console often refers to a digitally controlled analog board that processes our sound signal by a conventional analog method. This processing is in turn controlled by "soft" switches that can be manipulated, stored and recalled by digital means.

Many boards are using MIDI as a control function. This is clearly not digital. The makers of true digital consoles can be counted on the fingers of both hands, maybe one.

---

**INTRODUCING THE NEW**

**F22**

- SMPTE Time Code Generator/Reader
- Character Inserter

$995

"Window Dubs" time code on video

Regenerates and Jam Syncs to existing code
1/50 to over 10 times play speed
Forward and reverse
Automatic error bypass
Preset hours, minutes, seconds
User Bits

**SMPTTE to MIDI Conversion**

**FAST FORWARD VIDEO**

Call your local dealer or contact us at:
18200-C West McDermott, Irvine, CA 92714
(714) 852-8404
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**REPRINTS**

Interested in ordering article reprints out of this or another issue? Reprints can be excellent learning tools for your technical staff and great marketing tools for your sales staff. Call or write Denise Kelley at Intertec Publishing Corp., P.O. Box 12901, Overland Park, KS 66212; (913) 888-4664.

*Minimum order 500 copies*
IN STOCK & WAITING FOR A NEW HOME...
FAIRCHILD 670; TELEFUNKEN ELAM 250s and 251s, U-47s, API CONSOLES, EQ’s OF ALL SHAPES & SIZES
WE ALWAYS HAVE TUBE NEUMANNs and AKGs, TUBE COMPRESSORS & EQUALIZERS...PUFTEC, LANGs, FAIRCHILD, API, NEVE, LA-2As ETC.
WE BUY, SELL AND TRADE—LIST YOUR FOR SALE EQUIPMENT FREE!
WE HAVE LISTINGS ON CONSOLES AND 24 TRACKS, NEVE, SSL, AMEK, TRIDENT, API, OTARI, STUDER AND MCI...."this is not a problem.""

THE CONNECTION, THE SOURCE, THE PROFESSIONALS
TEL: 617-784-7610 FAX: 617-784-9244
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MARKERFOAM™ ACOUSTIC FOAM
GIANT 54” x 54”
Immediate Shipping

2” Reg. $29.95 Now $19.99 - 3” Reg $39.95 Now $29.99!
KILL NOISE QUICK! High performance, full-size sheets of high density Markerfoam. EZ mount. Blue or gray. Super-effective sound absorption for studios.

WARNING—Don’t buy low density bed size mattress foam that has no sound absorbing properties or specs. Markerfoam offers best value. Looks professional & is proven in studios worldwide. Request Foam Buyers Guide Catalog, specs & free samples today.
USA, MC, AMEX, COD, PURCHASE ORDERS. QTY. DISCOUNTS

MARKERTEK BLADE TILES™
HIGH PERFORMANCE, LOW, LOW COST!
$3.49 per tile, 16x16x2 America’s best acoustic foam, only from MarkerTek® Blue or gray. Also available 16x16x3 to $9.95 ea

MARKERSTIK™ -Many sizes FREE with any Foam purchase in this ad! Limited offer $5.95 per tube value

MARKERTEK™ VIDEO SUPPLY
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FOR SALE, con't.

WHO USES THE TUBE DIRECT

WHY NOT YOU?
The TUBE DIRECT IS SIMPLY THE BEST SOUNDING DIRECT BOX MADE!
ALSO NOW AVAILABLE THE TUBE MIC PRE-AMP
See Hugh Padgum interview June 1990 issue R•E•P

DEMETER AMPLIFICATION/INNOVATIVE AUDIO SYSTEMS
(213) 470-6426
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New, Used, Demo Equipment
LARGEST SELECTION OF MULTITRACK RECORDERS AND CONSOLES
TRIDENT, AMER/TAC MAGNUM, SCORPION II, SOUNDTRACS, AKAI ADAM, TASCAM M35000, DIGI-DESIGN SOUND TOOLS, PANA-SONIC SV3700, OPCODE, TASCAM DA30, STUDER DYAX, EVENTIDE H3000SE, ADAMS SMITH ZETA3, ROANDIA/KAI SAMPLERS
STUDIO PACKAGE SPECIALISTS
EXPERIENCED STAFF/UNEQUALLED SERVICE
EAR PROFESSIONAL AUDIO/VIDEO
(602) 267-0600

Brand New 19” ADC tt Patchbay Panels
Balanced/normalled, 144 points each. Cost $300—Sell $175 each, 2 for $300 or 3 for $400.
Call Roger Cordell (818) 763-8301

MILAM AUDIO
"THE SOURCE"
SINCE 1967
CONSOLES
MULTITRACKS
MONITORS
D.A.T. • AMPS
EFFECTS • MICS
USED EQUIPMENT
1470 Valle Vista Blvd.
Pekin, IL 61554
(309) 346-3161
600-334-8187
FAX 309-346-8431

FOR RENT OR SALE
Soundcraft 800B 40x8x8x2
Will Deliver
Call Greg Flynn
Ray Pro Sound
1902 Wharton Rd.
Jenkintown, PA 19046
215-885-6885

Reliable Music
All Items Subject To Prior Sale
Soundcraft 6000 28x24 PB New $21,000
Soundcraft 2008 8x4 New 1,695
Seck 18x8x2 New 2,195
Fostex E16 New 4,095
Fostex E22 New 2,095
Fostex 4050 New 795
Fostex 1240 New 1,545
Tascam M8001616 New 6,995
Tascam 32 New 1,195
UR1 809' New 1,095. / pr.
JBL 4430' New 2,125. / pr.
Tascam DA30's in Stock
Panasonic 3700's in Stock
Akai ADAM & DO1000 Systems in Stock
704/375-8662

Classified
FOR SALE

REICHENBACH ENGINEERING INC.
Quality Audio Transformers
(Formerly Marketed as jensen transformers)

Now brought to you at substantial savings through our new marketing Rep.

WHY GO ANYWHERE ELSE FOR ANYTHING AUDIO...

...when we carry a full range of professional audio and video equipment to match every application and budget. With a focus on personal service, and competitive pricing we can help you get the job done easily & cost-effectively. Put our team to work for you and start saving time and money today!

Take a look at some of our high quality lines...

AIWA-ARDAT • ALPHA AUDIO • AKG • AMPEX TAPE • APHEX • ART • AUDIO-KINETICS • BSS • BRUEL & KJAER • COMMUNITY LIGHT & SOUND • DDA • DIC DAT • DRAWER • EAW • EVENTIDE • FOSTEX • GEPCO • HAFLER • HARDY • HILL AUDIO • JOSEPHSONS ENGINEERING • JUICE • GOOSE • KLARK-TEKNIK • MACKIE DESIGNS • MILAB • MOGAMI • MRL • NEOTEK • PING LINC • RANE • SENNHEISER • SOUNDMASTER • SOUNDTRACS • SONY • SUMMIT AUDIO • SYMETRIX • TANNAY • T.C. ELECTRONICS • TURTLE BEACH SYSTEMS • VALLEY • WHITE • CALL FOR PRICES ON OUR NEW & USED EQUIPMENT SPECIALS

FOSTEX RR, G16, & G245 IN STOCK • SONY DAT IN STOCK • TANNAY PBM 6.5 • SYSTEM 12 IN STOCK • DRAWER D320 GATES $ 759 • DRAWER 1965 STEREO TUBE MIC PRE/COMP $ 2450 • DRAWER M500 DYNAMICS CONTROLLER 52X-DEMO • TUBE-TECH PE1C, CL1B, NOW IN STOCK • SOUNDTRACS MXR, PC MED, & QUARTZ IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE • DDA, D.5 & D.SERIES DEMOS ON SALE • COMPUTER SALE USED SPECIALS: 25 TUBE MICS IN STOCK NOW (2) TELE 255 E-LAM E MIGHT-CALL • (6) NEUMANN U64 • CALL • NEVE 8000 320/4-CORE • SSL 4000/RECALL-CHEAP • NEOTEK 4402/3PB X4S • TIFFEN 490/40V MOVING FADER • TAEUER • TAEUER-BOC-CALL • TAC SCORPION 34X 1024/4 WITH BOX • S5K • AUDIO FRAME CHEAP-CALL • (2) MCI 636 3002X-AUTO. CALL • TASCAM MS-16 PKGS START @ 25K • FOSTEX B16D $4K • (2) OTARI MTR-90I UNDER $3K • AMPEX ATR-102 $5 • MCI 32X/4 W/ALU $22K • STUDER A800 24IN-CALL • ANS AUDIO LEANGLEIDED) $55 • (4) TRACKU MACHINES STARTING @ 35K • (2) U7 TUBE $5K • AKG TUBE 57/60/560 • (4) LEFO2LW/SAMPING 5X • YAMAHA C7 GRAND PIANO W/MER-MINT $15K • 61HAMMOND B3 W/ELE-MINT $3K • CALL FOR LISTINGS!!

THE DIGITAL AUDIO SOURCE

anything audio CALL 617-426-2875
FAX 617-426-2763
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STUDIOWORKS

Recording & Broadcast Equipment

FACTORY DIRECT PRICES ON 3M & AMPEX TAPE

AKG • JB/LUREI • RAMSA
ALLEN & LEXICON • SENNHEISER
HEATH • NEUMANN • SOUNDTRACS
FOSTEX • OTARI • VALLEY INTL.

Over 70 Professional Lines!

SONY

Professional Audio

(800) 438-5921
(704) 375-1053

Sony used & demo sale
Sony 3036 loaded 32non-auto. 852K w/reward.
Sony 3036 loaded 36 waxo & hard drive. 875K.
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GET YOUR CABLES TOGETHER

sizes, 10 colors - velcro cable wraps
packages of 3, 10 & 100

Seam Tech
(415) 861-6011
P.O. Box 77394
San Francisco, CA 94107
FAX: (415) 393-9511

All rights reserved. Patent #5000432
FOR SALE

POPPER STOPPERS

P.O. Box 6010 — 658, Sherman Oaks, CA 91413

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME

Satisfaction Guaranteed

WE'VE GOT THE GOODS!!

We offer a line of unique products described by many as the most eclectic in the industry. Many are our own design and manufacture. When you need something special, call us.

The Mic Pole
The Mic Clamp
Cable Keepers
Super Cable Keepers
AKG Boom Parts
Atlas Stand Parts
Tall Mic Stand
Real Tall Mic Stand
RFI Trap
Line to Mic Adapter
Boom Weight
and so much more!!

Call or write for a free catalog!

BLACK AUDIO DEVICES

Box 106
Ventura, CA 93002
(805) 653-5557

In 1989, Madisound Speaker Components processed 20,000 orders.

VIFA
DYNADIVO
FOCAL
MB QUART
PHILIPS
EUROPA
AUDAX
PEERLESS
MOREL
SOLEN
KEF
ETON

PERFECT LAY SIDEWINDER ELECTROVOICE SLEDGEHAMMER

Shouldn't your business take advantage of these fine product lines?

Madisound Speaker Components
8608 University Green
Box 4283 Madison WI 53711
Phone: 608-831-3433
Fax: 608-831-3771

RUBBER-NECK™

No Creak
Non-glare
No Ridges
Smooth Texture
Black Finish
Standard Mic Threads

1-800-537-3491 Fax 412-344-0818

Products by: Ac-cetera, Inc., 3120 Banksville Rd., Pittsburgh, PA 15216

WE NEED YOUR CLEAN USED 24 TRACK !!!

The oldest broker on the East Coast!!! Otari & Tascam authorized service

CONSOLES
24 Tracks; Studer A800, $45K; MICROPHONES & etc.
SSL 4040E/G, $150K; 4048 $80K; MJH24, $20K; JH16, $11K; Neumann U89, $1.4K; KM84, $275;
6064E & more, CALL Neve
24, $14K; Otari MX80, call, MTR90 C-1414EB/BSL III, $500, TUBES: 8048, $57K; 8066, $33K; II 8000; Mitsubishi X850, call. 16 Tr, TELE, 251, Neumann M49, AKG
Neve: Elite 44/44, $44K. MJH24/6, $11K; Otari MTR90, C12, call, AKG C12A, $1.5K; AKG
Trident 80B, $33K; CALL for prices
ON Trident, API, Ameke, DDA, TAC, MCI, Harrison & Soundcraft.
$3.5K; Ampex ATR-102; $5.9K.
New specials on Summit Audio tube EQ & compressors, Eventide, Aphex, Tannoy, Milab, AKG & Adams-Smith dbx noise reduction in stock.
(617) 782-4838 List Your For-Sale Items Free!! fax (617) 782-4935
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DON'T BUY USED EQUIPMENT UNLESS YOU CALL US FIRST!

THE TECHNOLOGY TRADERS

OCEAN AUDIO INC.

WORLD'S LARGEST LISTS OF USED PROFESSIONAL AUDIO AND VIDEO EQUIPMENT

CALL OCEAN AUDIO INC.
(213) 459-2743 OR FAX (213) 454-6043

P.S. WE HAVE SEVERAL ULTRA-MINT CONDITION C-12 MICROPHONES FOR SALE

PORTABLE SOUND PANELS

- Isolate specific areas
- Many sizes and options
- Panels start at $19.95 ea.
- Complete with foam
- Write for free catalog

Island Cases
1121 11 Lincolns Ave., Holbrook, N.Y. 11741
41 Wow - 1433 • In N.Y. 516-507-0007

AVAILABLE AT REDUCED PRICES

Audio + Design Research; Audio Kinetics O-locks, Pacers, & var. interfaces. B & O; BGW: Calrec mics; Cipher Digital; Dolby 365F; Dynex; Eventide H969; Harrison Pro 7; Hill amps; HME wireless; Dyaxis; KRK, M&O; Micmax; Orban: Sony wireless, MXP2000; Soundcraft 200 B/VE: SMPL; Valley 610; White x-overs; & lots of used gear.

WESTLAKE AUDIO / (213) 851-9800

FOR OVER 10 YEARS YOUR BEST BUY IS USED RECORDING EQUIPMENT

SYE MITCHELL SOUND

23201 CASS AVE.

WOODLAND HILLS, CA 91364

(818) 348-4977

FAX: (818) 704-7031

BLYEVIN'S AUDIO EXCHANGE INC.

We supply the best quality in used studio equipment.
Currently needing 24 TRK machines.
"Dealers, call us with your trade-ins.
Call for February
615/242-0596
Specials
Fax: 615/242-0599

Nashville's Only Full Service Professional Brokerage Company

REAL ESTATE

LOWER MANHATTAN 24-TRK SOUND STUDIO

4000 sq. ft. fully functional. Available for long term lease.
Call owner:
212-868-5566

www.americanradiohistory.com
SERVICES

EUROPADISK, LTD.
MASTERING / MANUFACTURING
- Compact Disc
- Cassettes
- Vinyl Records
- Printed Graphics
- Digital Mastering Studios
The U.S. most complete facility with a 20-year reputation for the finest quality.
Call for our information-packed brochure.
EUROPADISK, LTD.
75 Varick Street, New York, NY 10013
(212) 226-4401 FAX (212) 966-0456

DISC MAKERS
- Cassette Duplication
- Record Pressing
- CD Replication
- Video Duplication
Complete Packages
CALL FOR OUR FREE FULL COLOR CATALOG
1-800-466-9353 (IN PA: 215-232-4140)

TEKCOM CORP.
1020 N. Delaware Ave.
Philadelphia PA
(215) 426-6700

LOUDSPEAKERS—EXCLUSIVE
Factory Authorized Center
Professional-High Fidelity
Warranty/Non Warranty Repair. Four
Day Turnaround For Stocked Kits. All
Work Done By Factory Trained
Technicians.
PRICE STEVENSON ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
1591 Broad Run Rd., Downingtown, PA 19335 (215) 383-1083

LOUDSPEAKER REPAIR FOR THE DISCRIMINATING PROFESSIONAL
TekCom, the mid-Atlantic's
only full-service pro audio
dealer, is also the Factory
Authorized/Factory Trained
speaker recon center for:
JBL, Electro-Voice, Tannoy,
Gauss, EAW/RCF, Altec
Lansing, Bose Pro., P.A.S.,
UREI, Carvin Vega.

RCA MICROPHONES—Repair
service on all models. Complete
sound and cosmetic restoration.
We also repair other ribbon types.
ENAK Microphone Repair, 420
Carew Avenue, Pitman, NJ 08071.
(609) 589-6186.

DUPLICATION SERVICES
CASSETTE TEK, INC.
SPECIALISTS IN PROMOTIONAL CASSETTES FOR
ARTISTS—PRODUCERS—AGENCIES
- Highest quality custom blanks audio and
video VHS cassettes
- Duplication of audio and video
- EMBOSSED on-cassette printing using
the PRINT RITE system
- Direct mail services
- Reasonable pricing
- Fast service
1605 THOMASTON AVE.
WATERBURY, CT 06704
TEL. (203) 757-4848
FAX (203) 756-8585

STUDER REVOX
FACTORY AUTHORIZED SERVICE CENTER
"SUPERLATIVE SERVICE"
Swiss trained in servicing all open reel and
cassette tape recorders, CD players, and other
Studer/ReVox equipment. Over 12,000 units
serviced Nationwide since 1976. Fast 48-72
hour service w/90 day warranty. Huge parts
inventory. Capstan shaft resurfacing & head
refilapping service. New & used machines
available w/warranty. Visa/MC.
STUDIO-SONICS CORP.
2246 N. Palmer Dr., #100
Schaumburg, Il 60173
Phone: (708) 843-7400
FAX: (708) 843-7493

WANTED
NEVE-SSL-API-TELEFUNKEN-SONY
NEUMANN-OTARI-MCI-PULTEC-URIE-AMS
OR ANY USED CONSOLE, TAPE MACHINE,
VINTAGE MIC OR PROCESSOR YOU WANT
TO SELL—CALL ANYTHING AUDIO
617-426-2875

EQUIPMENT WANTED
BUY OR TRADE
YOUR USED MULTITRACK RECORDERS
AND CONSOLES
EAR PROFESSIONAL AUDIO/VIDEO
(602) 267-0600

SONY PCM-601
digital processor
Call Lawrence Morris
(615) 246-3010 (daytime)
(615) 246-3452 (evening)

PHONE
Renée Hambleton
for Classified Advertising Information
(913) 888-4664
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MAINTENANCE SERVICES
STUDIO INSTALLS
SERVICES
- Call for
The U.S. most
75 Varick Street, New York, NY 10013
(212) 226-4401 FAX (212) 966-0456

BUILDING A STUDIO??
STUDIO & ACOUSTICAL DESIGN
COMPLETE STUDIO PLANS
WIRING SYSTEM DESIGN
STUDIO INSTALLS & PRE-WIRING
OTARI & TASCAM SERVICE
Have your new room or facility designed &
built by audio professionals with over
20 years experience as mixers, producers,
and audio studio owners.
db ENGINEERING
Boston, MA (617) 782-0648

ALIGNED AUDIO INC.
S U P E R Q U A L I T Y
- Audiophile Record Pressing
- CD Replication
- Real Time and High Speed
- Cassette Duplication
- Direct On-Shell Imprint in Colors

COMPLETE PACKAGES
Call Today for your Free Catalogue
1-800-669-6561
OR 1-718-788-6969
FAX 1-718-499-0421

SERVICES

www.americanradiohistory.com
The Professional Choice
In Cassette Duplication
Each order
customized
to fit your budget
and your total needs
High speed - Realtime
& DAT Replication

Call For
Free Sample

THE MOST COMPLETE
SELECTION OF

AUDIO TEST
TAPES

All formats including cassettes
Write or phone for free catalog

STANDARD TAPE LABORATORY, INC.
26120 Eden Landing Road #3, Hayward, CA 94545
(415) 780-3646
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Cassettes
AS EASY AS...

1 REAL TIME DUPLICATION
2 HIGH SPEED DUPLICATION
3 CUSTOM BLANKS

INTRODUCING:
Full Service Digital Editing
and CD Compilation

ESP Means Quality Full Service
Printing and Packaging, Friendly
Professional Service, Competitive
Prices, Fast Turn-Around and
Highest Quality Raw Materials.

ESP EASTERN STANDARD
PRODUCTIONS, INC.
26 BAXTER STREET
BUFFALO, NY 14207
1-716-876-1454
1-800-527-9225

Rent FX Rents

MISCELLANEOUS

A TOTAL EFFECT

Eventide H-3000 SE
T.C. 2290 (32 sec.)
T.C. 2290 (32 sec.)
T.C. 1210 spatial ex.
Publison Infernal 90
AMS S-DMX
AMS RMX-16
Eventide SP 2016
Lexicon 480L
480L Larc & Manuals

<New
Includes remote patchbay.
24 hr. service
7 days a week

All for $300 a day
or $1200 a week!
(That's $171.43 a day!)

Call for advance bookings today

(818) 345-4404
Encino, CA
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FINANCING

LFCI
Equipment Leasing

$50,000 with credit app. only
Provides:
Off-balance sheet financing
Tax benefits
All types of equipment
Nationwide
Dealers welcome

We specialize in A/V equipment
Call: (216) 882-0503

AUDIO AFFECTS
STUDIO EQUIP. FOR HIRE
Technician on staff 7 a.m. - 1 a.m.
Open 7 days a week
Digital Tape Machines,
Synclavier Systems,
Effects Processors, Reverbs
(213) 871-1104 (818) 980-4006
Ask For Mark

FINANCING

LOANS BY PHONE

NO FINANCIALS REQUIRED FOR
TRANSACTIONS UNDER $50,000
NEW OR USED EQUIPMENT
$2,000 TO $200,000
NO DOWN PAYMENT
SALE-LEASEBACK EQUIPMENT
FOR WORKING CAPITAL
TO APPLY OR REQUEST
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
CONTACT MARK WILSON
(800) 275-0185
FAX: (214) 235-5452

FINANCING

FOR HIRE
TO AGENCIES

The Nation's #1 Co. for Live Console Rentals:

ATI Paragon ***NEW!!!
Gamble EX56, HC40, SC32
Yamaha 3000, 1800
Ramsey 652, 840
Soundcraft 800, TUA RX7
TAC Scorpion I & II
*MacPherson LPM monitor rigs* R-DAS
*Intersonics SSL-6 subs * Various FXs

HI-TECH AUDIO SYSTEMS
Long & short term 415-742-9166

www.americanradiohistory.com
More Meat

Recording Engineering Production.
Helping engineers and producers do their jobs better.
And more profitably.

R.E.P is available to qualified audio professionals—not hobbyists or interested spectators. For subscription information, call Doug Wilding at 913/888-4664.

The Pro Audio Applications Magazine
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advertisers Index Sales Offices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Page Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Total Effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aka/IMC Pre Emi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aligned Audio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ampex Recording Media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anything Audio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio Services Corp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio Visual Assistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio-Technica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biamp Systems, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooper Sound Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Countryman Associates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crown International</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAT Store</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DB Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denecke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disc Makers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolby Labs Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drawmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eltekon Technologies, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast Forward Video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Compass Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gefen Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hollywood Edge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovative Audio System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JBL Professional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jensen Transformers Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaba Research &amp; Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurzweil Music Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexicon, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.T.U.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Markettek Video Supply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercenary Audio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neve, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peavey Electronics Corp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polyline Corp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rane Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saki Magnetics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sam Ash Professional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seattle Mag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selco Products Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shure Brothers, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sony Professional Audio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soundcraft U.S.A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soundtracs Div. Samson T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Tape Laboratory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tannoy North America Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tascam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical Audio Devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trident USA, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Class Tapes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3M/Magnetic Media Division</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WHAT DO YOU GET WHEN YOU CROSS A HIGH PERFORMANCE 16-BIT SAMPLER WITH A FULL-FEATURED WORKSTATION?

THE NEW PEAVEY DPM³ SE

Maybe a better question would be, "How much does it cost?" A powerful high performance keyboard, with 16-bit sampling capability, a 20,000 note sequencer, a sampling drum machine, two multi-effects processors, and a 3.5" disk drive. What if we said under $2300? Combining the capability of creating your own custom sample library with the flexibility and convenience of a user-friendly workstation environment, the Peavey DPM 3 SE offers every capability you've ever dreamed of, at a price you can afford. Compare these features to keyboards costing two to three times as much.

- A full complement of sampling and sample editing features including rate, length, looping, trimming, and multi-sample mapping
- Up to 1 megabyte of custom user samples
- 4 megabytes of internal factory samples
- 32-oscillator, 16-voice polyphony with dynamic voice allocation
- Two programmable 24-bit dual effects processors
- 9-track 20,000 note sequencer with independent track looping
- Four 16-instrument multi-timbral locations
- MIDI controller features including multi-channel send and receive
- MIDI sample dump send and receive
- On-board 3.5" floppy disk drive

And with the addition of an affordably priced sample interface, the DPM 3 SE becomes a high performance 16-bit sampler. It's New and it's Hot! The DPM 3 SE—Everything you want in a keyboard and much more.

DPM³ OWNERS

Remember... Your DPM 3 will never be obsolete! Update your DPM 3 to the new DPM 3 SE for only $49.95. Contact your local authorized Peavey dealer for details or call 601-483-5365.

Peavey Electronics Corporation / 711 A Street / Meridian, MS 39302-2898 / U.S.A. / Telephone (601)-483-5365 / Telex: 504115
We've Added Something To The Mix.

Spirit. illusive energy that lifts your performance to new heights, producing music that exceeds your expectations.

That same energy is the essence of Soundcraft's newest line of multi-track and sound reinforcement consoles, the Spirit line.

With price tags that rival semi-professional entry-level consoles, Spirit makes available Soundcraft's innovative technology to anyone with a need to produce truly professional sound. The same sound that has distinguished Soundcraft in top recording studios and concert halls throughout the world.

Spirit Live consoles, with a unique mono bus, come in three models: 8x3, 16x3 and 24x3. Spirit Studio consoles, with inline tape monitoring, come in two models: 16x8x2 and 24x8x2. For the price, you won't find a fuller array of professional features than those in the Spirit line. To add Spirit to your mix, visit your authorized Soundcraft dealer.